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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, I attempt to examine the Culture of Abjection in the context of the
comics created by Tai wanese artists such as Yang Mao-lin, Lee Ming-tse, Lee
Ming-zhong, Lee Kuen-lin, Liu Shih-tung, and to investigate its influence on
contemporary art in Taiwan. Within my analysis of Taiwanese culture, I have used
the term abject to refer to the downtrodden and marginal areas of Taiwanese art,
which have inspired the content of my work. To me, the notion of abject culture is
affirmative rather than negative. It has informed my understanding of Taiwan s

difficult situation, both culturally and politically, over the last three hundred yea

The term Culture of Abjection refers to a culture formed by the complex dynamics
of demoralization, marginalisation, oppression and resistance. The Culture of
Abjection can be found in vibrant Taiwanese subcultures, as expressed through the
creation of the comic strip, animation, even through various artefacts on the
sidewalks and buildings of market places. This abject culture can be simultaneously
confident and joyful and as well as a downtrodden form of mainstream high art
culture. My exhibition I feel like Chinese today expresses and extends these
themes.

My study, both in the written and in the creative work looks directly at that which
has previously been denied as an area of research in our eastern Taiwanese culture.
This is a challenging adventure and could not be accomplished without the study of
western criticism, philosophy and art movements, as well as the study of
contemporary Taiwanese art and my own position within it.
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Introduction

"Do not go to Taiwan
W h e r e the Ghost Gate of Hell is
Thousands have gone through it but none have returned
Their death or life u n k n o w n and w e suffer."
Excerpt from Sad Song To Taiwan (Huang 24).

This poem, written by an anonymous Hakka poet in Taiwan during Ching Dynasty,

was meant to encourage his friends and relatives to stay in China and not to migr
to Taiwan, because, to him, it was a terrible and dangerous place. Echoing the
sentiments of its times, the poem resonates with the long-held denigration and
abasement of Taiwan. Over the centuries, this attitude held by the immigrants in
Taiwan towards the island has evolved from that of self-abasement to that of
acceptance. What used to be the "Ghost Gate of Hell" has now been embraced and
accepted, with a "Culture of Abjection" developed there.

In this thesis, I attempt to examine this "Culture of Abjection" in the context

comics created by Taiwanese artists and to investigate its influence on contempo

art in Taiwan. To me, the notion of abject culture is affirmative rather than ne

It has informed my understanding of Taiwan's difficult situation, both culturall
politically, over the last three hundred years.

Within my analysis of Taiwanese culture, I have used the term "abject" to refer
downtrodden and marginal areas of Taiwanese art, which have inspired the content
of my work.
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The term "Culture of Abjection" refers to a culture formed by the complex dynamics

of demoralization, marginalisation, oppression and resistance. It is a culture th
resonates with all that is degraded. The "Culture of Abjection" can be found in
vibrant Taiwanese subcultures, as expressed through the creation of comic strip,

animation, even through various artefacts on the sidewalks and buildings of market

places. This abject culture can be simultaneously confident and joyful and as wel
a downtrodden form of mainstream high art culture.

As an artist, my motivating passion is to analyse my position and role within
Taiwanese culture and social, political and creative forces at play in shaping my
identity in the context of contemporary art.

I have employed the theoretical trope of the "Culture of Abjection" to help me to
analyse my own artistic practice as well as my compatriots and key international
artists who have help shape my philosophy and artistic methodologies.
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Chapter 1
Theoretical background to a culture of abjection in Taiwanese
history

Taiwan has a long history of being looked down upon by its many invaders and has

experienced long term cultural colonization and oppression from each new invader

In turn Taiwanese people themselves have suffered a crisis of identity, being in

sense caught in the cultural cross fire between powerful countries such as Japan,

China and the USA. In investigating the history I have drawn heavily on Discover
Taiwan by Eun-fan Yen and Gary Kilintworth's New Taiwan New China: Taiwan's
changing role in the Asia-Pacific region.

Although the Taiwanese people have suffered through many generations, they have

turned this abjection and disrespect into a positive force of resistance and hav

become self-assured and independent in the process. In finding their own identity
the people of Taiwan have become cultural borrowers, assimilators and innovators

and live with acceptance of their history of domination and their marginalisatio
humour and resilience. Studies such as "Japanese and U.S. Television Programs in
Taiwan" from Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media (1999 summer edition)
and the popular Taiwanese food magazine Gourmet emphasize this point.

According to Julia Kristeva, the French philosopher and psychoanalyst who wrote

the influential post-modem text Power of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, abjectio
is:
"....immoral, sinister, scheming, and shady: a terror that dissembles, a
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hatred that smiles, a passion that uses the body for barter instead of
inflaming it, a debtor who sells you up, a friend who stabs you ..."
(Kristeva 4 )

This quote speaks of betrayal and all that is vile, and therefore it is a useful t

understanding the experience of Taiwan treated as an "abject" noisy irritant by tho

colonists who have desired to claim the territory throughout history. The Taiwanese

look to their own history of trauma with respect, and in a sense, this feeling crea

our cultural identity and culturally constructed imperatives. The abject subject s

in silence if it is obedient to the master state, whether it is the Dutch, Japan or

USA. The noisy subject, such as certain comic artists, refuses to submit to the sti

order of oppression. I argue that by celebrating the underground voices that shout

from the deepest depths of an abject culture, we can better understand the distinc
character and value that is Taiwanese art.

Kristeva develops a notion of abjection that has been very useful in diagnosing the
dynamics of oppression as expressed in art. Kristeva describes abjection as an

operation of the psyche through which subjective and group identity are constituted
by excluding anything that threatens one's own borders:

"Abject" is "something rejected from which one does not part, from
which one does not protect oneself as from an object. Imaginary
uncanniness and real threat, it beckons to us and ends up engulfing
us... It is thus not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection
but what disturbs identity, system, order. What does not respect
borders, positions, rules..." (Kristeva4)
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The aim of the radical artist is to do just that — to upset boundaries, cross lines of
control and order and to redefine what is true, real and valuable within culture.
Cultural identity is a thing as monumental as stone for officially stated history

myth. For the abject subject, identity is in a constant state of flux - it is an ac
corrosive agent constantly gnawing at the social body in an attempt to mutate the

nature of the oppressive beast of the master state and its power-base of the low in
conflict with an ordered, rational way of being. We can make a metaphorical

connection between the abject subject/body and social/political body here. Questio
of identity involve body and mind, action and thought, resistance and status quo.

Again we can draw on Kristeva's theorized connection between mind and body,

culture and nature, psyche and soma, matter and representation. At the beginning of
life, 'self and 'other' were not differentiated and a "semiotic" relationship of
physiological drives and merged boundaries existed between mother and child
(Kristeva 99-101). Therefore, abjection is fundamentally related to the maternal
function. As the child learns the regulatory functions of the body, and comes to

understand himself or herself as differentiated from the mother, he/she is forbidd
from continuing the bodily fusion with the mother through the incest prohibition,

and, at the same time, is established into the Symbolic order of language and pate
law (Smith 30-36). If Taiwan is a "child", the abject subject whose behaviours are

competition with its (abject) maternal body, the primary motherland of "China". Th

motherland can also be seen in a paternal 'symbolic' sense, as a fatherland, as the
source of authority lay in the Ching Dynasty of Mainland China. In the ensuing
regulatory system from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries and after,
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socialization was developed under the ownership of the (ideal) "father", represented

by the colonial powers of Dutch, Japan, and the United States of America (illus. 1

Kristeva argues that abjection represents a revolt against that which gave us our

existence or state of being. At the time that the child leaves the mother, the chi

enters the symbolic realm, into the law of the father, and becomes a "subject", an

(Kristeva 5-6). Thus, when we, as adults, confront the abject we simultaneously fe
and identify with it. It provokes recollection of the state of being prior to

signification (or the law of the father), and fearful feelings of helplessness. Kri
expresses this succinctly when she says, "The abject has only one quality of the
object and that is being opposed to /." (Kristeva 1)

For Kristeva, systems of socialization, culture, religion, and identity, manifest a

symbolize the ideal or the paternal, and are thus structured around the regulation
exclusion of polluting elements (Kristeva 95-96). Outside of these systems, the

elements that have been expelled from the mother's control (trapped in the abject)
the primary process of individuation, have excluded themselves from entering the

systems of socialisation. By maintaining their identity as abject they threaten th
system. They exist only as no-things, caught in the space between that which is

primary "abject" (mother) and which is "ideal" (father) (Smith 34). Kristeva write
of the child's formation of identity, separate from the mother.
" T expel myself, T spit myself'out, 'F abject myself within the same motion
through which T claim to establish myself... T give birth to myself amid the
violence of sobs, of vomit" (Kristeva 3).
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1. Taiwanese historical dimension
1895-1995

This notion of abjection is reflected in the cultural identity of the Taiwanese people.

Taiwan has individuated away from the 'mother', the indigenous Chinese culture, but
has refused to join with or be totally dominated by the symbolic 'fathers' of our

colonial powers. According to John Lechte in his book, Julia Kristeva, the very tit

of her 1982 essay, "The abject of love' evokes this movement away from the (abject)
mother towards the (ideal) father. (Smith 34) Over its last three hundred years of

history, the culture of the Taiwanese people has been in transition but has not arr
at the place of the 'ideal' but willingly holds itself back from there, avoiding
identification with the idealized. It is found in between the two positions. There
maintains its character as abject:
"The abject shatters the wall of repression and its judgments. It takes the ego
back to its source on the abominable limits from which, in order to be, the
ego has broken away ~ it assigns it a source in the non-ego, drive, and death.
Abjection is a resurrection that has gone through death (of the ego). It is an
alchemy that transforms death drive into a start of life, of new significance."
(Kristeva 15)

Kristeva's philosophy in relation to this study of comic art gives significant insi
into an approach to Taiwan's past. The history of long-term outsiders' cultural
colonization in Taiwan has given the Taiwanese people an intermediary nowhere

special self- image position in relation to paternal and maternal international for
It is a position of being on the "border-line", neither mainstream nor opposition,
neither Chinese nor Japanese, nor American, it is in-between, neither subject nor
object. Yet the culture of Taiwan was never completely overwhelmed by Japanese or
Chinese and now American cultures. At the same time Taiwan has never been totally
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independent either. This 'borderline' position, a term used by Rosalind E. Krauss in
her article The Destiny of the Informe that discusses the intermediary position of
abjection, is of particular importance to my study.

"The abject would thus be this intermediary position - neither subject nor object for which the psychiatric term "borderline" would prove to be extremely
useful. And, indeed, "borderline" came increasingly to function as a form of
explanation for a condition understood as the inability of a child to separate
itself from its mother "(Bois 237)

Not only has the history of Taiwan created a platform upon which the 'Culture of
Abjection' has formed, the religious belief systems of the Taiwanese have also
provided a framework in which "abjection" can be accepted as a worthy and valid
part of the Taiwanese's self image. The Taiwanese's major religions and moral
systems; Taoism, Confucianism and Buddhism, do not have one God as does
Western monotheism. In Eastern multiplicity of gods, the ideas of purity versus
impurity are not of such great significance. According to Confucian philosophy,

people are believed to be bom good in nature, rather than in sin (Christianity) and
have taken that belief and become impervious and resistant to the impact of being

told that we are inferior, as happened under the Japanese occupation. (Lee 2002:7).
realize here that there appears to be a paradox in my argument - but I would argue

that Japan as an Eastern colonial power was behaving like a classic Western coloni
power for the similar racist, economic and political reasons as a part of a global
power play for oil resources. The Taiwanese also believe we are born good in spite
of experiencing a history where we have been told we are second rate (Lian 143).
Although the Taiwanese were and are told that we are "abject", we have refused to
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relinquish our self-assurance but in fact have turned this history of invalidation, this

psychological inheritance, up side down and embraced it, creating what I am callin
"Culture of Abjection".

History of political and cultural domination

A brief summary of Taiwan's history can be divided into six political periods, from

the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries as set out of the book Discovery Taiwan.
1. Dutch mercantilism's imperialist and autocratic colonial rule (1624-1661).
2. Ming Dynasty Royalist Zheng Chen-gong regime (1661-1683)
3. Ching Dynasty regime (1661 -1895).
4. Japanese imperialism (1895-1945).
5. The Nationalist party of Mainland China - the Kuomingtang's one party state
(1945-1987).
6. Multi-party democracy - the local Democratic Progressive Party succeed in
the presidential election in 2000 (1987-).

1. Dutch mercantilism's imperialist and autocratic colonial rule
(1624-1661).

During the seventeenth century, before Zheng Cheng-gong's occupation of Taiwan,
an Aboriginal population of one hundred and fifty to two hundred thousand people
lived on the island. These people had lived through the thirty-eight years (16261662AD) of occupation by both the Dutch and the Spaniards, which brought the
influence of Catholicism. During Zheng Chen-gong's reign, Taiwan was used as a
base from which to attack China in the hope of returning the Ming dynasty to
Chinese leadership. In Taiwan, he increased the Hun Chinese population to one
hundred and ten thousand, through bringing in soldiers and a large amount of

domestic population who were looking for the better life. He also brought to Taiwan
9

the Orthodox Chinese culture for which the Ming Dynasty is renowned and the
spread the philosophy and culture of Confucianism (Yang 2001:50-51).

This dominating impact of Hun blood and culture was so significant that the future
Taiwanese people understood themselves to be Chinese in origin, but at the same
time valued their identity as second rate. Self abasing and degraded, our character
started to become psychologically demoralized. This self-perception became the

roots that grew into the future "Culture of Abjection" that I see as also significa
any understanding of contemporary art.

The Ching Dynasty defeated Zheng Chen-gong's successor in 1682 and two hundred
and twelve years of oppressive leadership with suspicion on both sides followed.

During this time the Taiwanese created their reputation rebellious as troublemakers

(Klintworth 7). Their insubordination resulting in at least forty uprisings, all of
needed intervention from Mainland China during these years (Yen 76).

The Ching Dynasty implemented in 1684 an immigration policy, which forbade
immigrants from China from bringing their families to Taiwan for almost one
hundred years. Therefore, in most cases, only men immigrated and an unstable and
futureless society was fostered. Ching's policy was created out of the fear that
Taiwan would populate and become an enemy of China. (Yen 75). This treatment of
the people who came to live in Taiwan was so disrespectful it gave birth to a
situation where the majority of the population felt themselves to be second rate in

relation to those Chinese who lived on the mainland. The mentality of this majority
coloured by this sense of inferiority, created the platform upon which a future
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Culture of Abjection would develop.

The influence of this unbalanced and distrustful policy was significant; because m e n
could not find wives yet found it difficult to return to China, a recklessness and

violent quality in the society grew. Many immigrants lived alone on the streets. "Th
Arhat Foot" was the name used for these people who had no house, no family, no
job, used drugs and who gambled both with their belongings and with their lives.
This was the demoralized and sad state of experience for many people living in
Taiwan in this period, living in a complete state of abjection (Yen 73).

Taiwan's history of immigration is heavily linked with physical danger. This was
because the Ching Dynasty's policy was so restrictive that many immigrants from
the over populated Chinese coast, resorted to desperately pursuing illegal avenues
to get into Taiwan. These illegal avenues of people smuggling often resulted in
great loss of life. The ancestors of today's Taiwanese sailed across "black water
gully" as the sea between China and Taiwan was called. Their trip across the
Taiwan Strait was extremely dangerous. The survivors, who came often illegally
and through great danger, had no respect for law and order and thus rejected the
norms of civilized behaviour. Thus a tradition of rebellion and fighting began, one

that is still present in Taiwanese culture today, where there is a custom of fightin

even in Congress (Yen 87). This disregard for protocol and the order that is seen in
most parliaments internationally is a direct expression of the history of
demoralization and "Culture of Abjection".

Japanese occupation from 1895 to 1945 followed Ching's rule of Taiwan, resulting
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in an oppressive Japanese culture forfiftyyears. During 1937, when Japan began a

war with China, a series of cultural control policies were enforced to mobilize the
Taiwanese as "imperial subjects". This was a strategy to change the Taiwanese

mentality as Chinese Han people to that of dutiful Japanese subjects. Local culture
was put down and replaced by Japanese culture. During the World War II, more than
two hundred thousand Taiwanese soldiers were used as "gun fodder" in the Japanese
campaigns in Southeast Asia, and according to the study by Taiwan Women's
Forum, over seven hundred Taiwanese "comfort women" were forced to serve
Japanese war campaigns (Report on Taiwanese Comfort Women). In the fifty years of
Japanese colonisation, Taiwanese people again experienced themselves as "abject"
and downtrodden in the face of the dominant culture.

Later, in 1949, the defeated mainland Nationalist Chinese party, Kuomintang,
brought one and a half million Chinese soldiers and civilians to Taiwan. American

scholar Steven Harrell writes of this period of Taiwanese history in his book Cult
Change in Post-War Taiwan. He describes how in order to represent the "orthodox"
Chinese government and to purge Japanese cultural influence from the previous
colonization, Kuomintang rigidly set cultural policies to create and maintain

ideological control (Harrell 22-46). These controls were set up to operate, not onl
the field of popular culture but also in the area of high arts. Before the lifting

martial law in 1987, only the Beijing opera received governmental support and local
Gerziashi, Taiwanese opera, was refused it.

In Taiwan, between 1947-1982, a debate raged concerning the question of what was
the orthodox national painting style (Xiao 144-183). This ideological debate
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connected with Kuomintang's political preference for a "purified" culture. That is, a
culture that would be based on the heritage of High Chinese culture, free from the
influence of Japan and free from the influence of the folk culture that Chinese
communism supports. In fact, according to professor Chyuan-jenq Shiau of National
Taiwan University:

"With the assistance of the censorship system, mass media, and government
control of education, social culture was reshaped to the extent that many native
children could speak Mandarin, but not their mother tongue. The post-war
generations usually know the history of China, but not of Taiwan."(Tsang 106)

Eventually, the high cultures such as orthodox Chinese painting and Beijing Opera
that were supported by the ruling authority only earned a small amount of attention
from the majority of the Taiwanese people. In our development since then of our

own complex culture, the Taiwanese do not prejudge what is high and low in the arts.
The government rulers have done this in the past and the people have resisted their
judgements and value systems (Harrell 23).

In the late nineties, a climate of increasing interest in the establishment of a
Taiwanese ruled democracy was prevalent. In 1997, the high school curriculum
reduced its classes in Chinese history and geography and implemented new curricula
that focused on Taiwanese history, geography and culture (Yang 2001:236). In the
year 2000, Kuomintang was voted out from both congress and presidency, and the
Taiwanese based Democratic Progressive Party came to power in a peaceful election.
A more successful democracy was established in which respect for the local culture
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was fostered. In this new climate, important overseas guests, such as politicians or
diplomats, were now served Taiwanese delicacies at state functions, where
previously only Chinese food was offered. Local popular culture was revalued,
placing it within the world of high art. The "A Celebration of Taiwan Comics"
exhibition opened in the National Museum of History in Taipei, show casing comics
from between the years of 1945 to 2000.

My understanding of the words "high" and "low" as they relate to culture in their
common usage is stated in the words of the cultural critic John. A Walker where he
writes:
"High culture (including the fine arts) is normally thought of as the
antithesis of mass culture, as a form of culture appealing to an educated,
privileged elite or minority, hence the alternative term 'minority
culture'." (Walker 11)

However, my personal understanding of what these words mean in Taiwanese
culture is more clearly expressed by Mike Kelly in the book Mike Kelly, published
1999, in his discussion of the words, "high" and "low":
"I prefer 'allowable' and 'repressed" as they refer to usage, whether or
not power structure allows discussion - rather than to absolutes"
(Welchman 60).

This definition appeals to me because "high" is decided by the government, and

"low" has been the repressed social classes. It is the repressed that has become the
dominant force for popular Taiwanese culture because there is an enjoyment of what
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is culturally impure (Lee 1999:29). In Taiwan, "high" art equates with what is
allowable and "low" art or repressed culture, equates with counter-culture and
diversity. It is this "low" culture, which has become from m y point of view and
understanding richly exciting and desirable, which is included within the "Culture of
Abjection".

Today the allowable 'high' culture that was promoted by the Kuomintang, has failed
to establish itself in Taiwan. Beijing Opera has been shown rarely on T V programs;
instead, Gerzaishi, Taiwanese Opera, is well received by the public. For most visual
artists, the issue of "cultural identity" is far more important than the issue of what is
the orthodox national painting style. After all, through the success of democracy and
therefore less political interference, Taiwanese people n o w have an opportunity to
discover their o w n cultural tastes.

Taiwanese today live a very complex, noisy, energetic and crowded lifestyle and this
lifestyle has created a very unique culture. With a landmass that is smaller than the
Australian island of Tasmania, there are more than twenty two million people living
on the island of Taiwan. Steep mountains over 1,000 meters high constitute about 31
percent of the island's land area, and alluvial plains below 100 meters in elevation,
where most communities, farming activities, and industries are concentrated, and
where the majority of people lives, account for the remaining only 31 percent1.
Taiwan is clearly an over-populated island. Across the Taiwan Strait, China's
continually threatening presence creates a constant fear of invasion. With almost no
natural resources, the people of Taiwan are indeed living in highly insecure and

1

The Republic of China Year Book - Taiwan 2002
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pressured conditions as Y e n articulates:
"With a history of many different conquerors and rulers, the society
has developed in essence, a culture of counterculture. Anti-Ching
Dynasty, anti-Japanese, anti-Kuomintang: there was no chance to
unite the current and previous culture except through attacking the
mainstream political rulers". (Yen 489-490)

With this history, the Taiwanese have decided to be opportunistic and to sample
aspects of many cultures and hold onto the different aspects of these conquering

systems with an enthusiasm for the all kinds of hybrid visual and linguistic elements.
Taiwan, for this reason, has developed a culture of diversity and borrowing.

It is also our religious beliefs, which have helped foster this cultural diversity. Th
polytheism of Taiwanese religion has resulted in creating a more flexible, non-rigid,
non-exclusive attitude to living, and an open mindedness that has fostered a diverse
culture.

I find examples of the cultural diversity of my people everywhere. It is common to
hear a radio commercial spoken in a mix of three or four languages, combining for
example, Chinese, Japanese, and English slang with different indigenous words, to
advertise a product. A karaoke bar or department store is designed and built in a
mixed style of Baroque, Greek with a statue of Venus, thrown in beside a Taoist god.
There is a comfortable ability, mixing old and new, high and low, east and west,

chaos and disorder and this creates an aesthetic particular to the Taiwanese. (Illus. 2
3)
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3. Photograph of a Karaoke bar in Kaohsiung city, Taiwan 2002
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"Taiwanese society is extremely outrageous and disordered, an extremely
energetic life form. Taiwanese can allow the sex industry to extend its force
without limit, moving into self destruction and corruption, but meanwhile we
develop a remarkable love of life" (Gao 1998).

We resist the pure culture that our own rulers would like to enforce upon us. I admire
this brave hearted stance. Purity of culture is not overly valued, nor is purity from
any source made into an ideology. That, which would be considered "abject" in other
cultures and thus seen as "low", often finds both a tolerated and welcome place here.
This is the essence of the attitude of the Taiwanese that has created a "Culture of
Abjection", of which one of its major expressions is comic art.

Background to the emergence of comic
Under the leadership of Kuomintang, comic books were put down and repressed
through a policy of cultural censorship. Whilst other Taiwanese cultural expressions
such as opera and puppetry diminished, the comic arts, because of cheap and mobile
qualities, survived, becoming the major driving force in both the popular and the
subversive culture. Comics also provided an easily accessible expression for the
marginalized minority or sub culture groups. Those forced into hiding, living in selfabasement, abject poverty, can only afford access to comics. Groups such as those
with oppositional political ideals and other subcultures such as homosexual and the
young were also drawn to comic narratives by people not only abandoned by the
government, but also often abandoned by Taiwanese society in general.
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Comics permeate Taiwanese culture both because they are easily accessible and also
because they artistically echo the aesthetics found in Taiwanese everyday life and

can be traced back to traditional murals, religious artefacts and textiles. For example
the image of the temple mural in Tainan city shown in fig.4 demonstrates the
historical cartoon Tell of the Three States which stands for the traditional moral
values and judgements for some of the people who live in the rural areas and have a

limited education. The image of religious artefacts shown in fig.5 displays the comiclike fish turn into dragon. The Disney cartoon image on street mural shown in fig.6
presents the private kindergarten's advertisement. The comic, in its familiar use of
line, perspective, colour and narrative content, shares a common visual language
with much of Taiwan's visual culture (illus.4,5,6).

In fact, the popularity of comic culture in Taiwan is also affected by Chinese
tradition. In Chinese art humour usually circled around witticism and connotative
meanings attached to against the outline drawing, which shares the common visual
concept as comic strips. The spontaneous ink-on-paper brush drawing creates a
similar straightforward line quality as the most comic drawing (Lent 68). To the
Taiwanese people, the visual experience of comic art simply echoes their Chinese
heritage (illus. 7, 8).

Comics are an endlessly flexible form of communication. They are easily
transported, mobile, often handed from person to person, and as such are hard to
suppress and so have been an irresistible and influential force in Taiwanese popular
culture. Comics have often been employed to express ideas of protest and the ideals
of the consumer and popular culture.
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4. Photograph of a temple mural. Tainan City. 2002

5. Photograph of a religious artifacts. "Fish turn into dragon".
Kaohsiung City. 2002

6. Photograph of a Kindergarten, Kaohsiung.
Kaohsiung City. 2002

7. Cheng Shifa (b.1921). Illustration to Ming dynasty
novel Rulin waishi. Ink on paper. 13.7cm. 1957.
(Traditional Chinese landscape painting style, which
show the similar style as modern comic image)

8. Pan Tianshou (1897-1971). Morning Mist. Ink and
colour on paper. Ht. 144cm. 1961.
(Traditional Chinese painting style, which
show the similar style as modern comic image)
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1980s was a very important period for Taiwanese art movement. It was the time
when painters residing abroad and art workers educated aborad returned to Taiwan in
significant numbers, bringing with them the latest information and inspiring the
younger generation of artists to look for a new possibility in their art creation.
Government resources were able to be committed to cultural development under
Taiwan's fruitful economical success for the first time (Lin 1995:52). Significantly,
the democratic movement of the 1980s in Taiwan was the major inspiration for some
of the artists looking into the subversive quality of the comic culture. Comic are thus
an articulate voice of cultural identity and therefore many contemporary artists
especially during the 1980s have utilized the easily accessible comic aesthetic in
their work. Until today, 2002,1 argue that comics have been built into a recognizable
characteristic symbolic language form within Taiwanese contemporary art.

Some contemporary Taiwanese artists, do have some problems with the ideas behind
western Pop Art, yet have often identified themselves as marginalized and wanting
their work to manifest messages of protest, irony or humour, and for these reasons,
have readily adopted comic form as a vehicle of artistic expression.
In this chapter I have described the historical background to the ideals of the "Culture
of Abjection" in Taiwan. In my second chapter, I will discuss the social background
to comic art in detail, expanding on the subject of how Taiwanese comic art
developed and its role within abject culture, and how the comic form brings this
marginalised voice of expression into the mainstream galleries of high art.
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Chapter 2 — Taiwanese Comic History
To understand my art practice, I need to investigate my past. My art practice has
been influenced both by certain aspects of comic art and also by contemporary
Taiwanese artists who use the comic as their visual language. A significant number
of contemporary Taiwanese artists use comic features, styles or themes, in their
work. In every international exhibition in which Taiwanese artists are represented, at
least one such artists would be exhibiting work influenced in some significant way,
by comics. This significant characteristic was evident in The 1993 Art Export in
Chicago, also 1994, The 22nd International Biennale of Sao Paulo, The 4th
International Art Festival Los Angeles in 1997, The 1999 Venice Biennale showed
comic paintings by Yang Mao-lin. In The 1997 Venice Biennale Lee Ming-tse
exhibited his Knight-Errant comic paintings. Haung Dong-lu's photos of cartoon
figures upon the light boxes were displayed in the 1999 Venice Biennialis. In the
1999 Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art exhibition at the Queensland Art
Gallery in Australia, Wang Jun-Jieh's installation art with Cos-payer's performance
Neon urlaub -Agency version 1999 also manifested the typical characteristics of
Taiwanese comic influence.

In order to understand this phenomenon of why Taiwanese artists are so influenced
by the comic, I have set out to investigate the history of Taiwanese Comic. Comic art
in Taiwan has a long history of repression; whilst at the same time it has maintained
an extreme popularity and influence. These facts make it the ideal vehicle of the
"Culture of Abjection". In my investigation of comics' capacity to adequately
express Taiwanese cultural identity, I ask, if it does so, is it partly because of its
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specific history and what is that history? I also want to understand the relationship
between comic culture and "abjection" and how this relationship has developed over
time. I simultaneously want to scan Taiwanese comic history to look for the place of
counter-cultural practices and cultural diversity within it. Comic is one of the great
passions of my people, and in order to understand them and myself, I look at how the
comic has historically played a part in our lives.

In Understanding Comics, Scott McCloud describes comic as being "Juxtaposed
pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence." My definition for comic is similar
to that which is expressed in the Japanese word manga, which came from the
Chinese ideograms MM , Manhua. This word encapsulates; caricature, cartoon,
comic strip, comic book, or animation. The ideogram;!! , "Man", means
'involuntary'. The ideogram • hua, means picture (Schodt 1986:18).
Interestingly^ , has a secondary meaning of 'morally corrupt' a significant link to
the important place comic holds amongst the marginalized and demoralized readers
in Taiwan.

Taiwanese society first experienced comics during the colonization by Japanese in
1905. Tokyo Puck, a Japanese international caricature magazine, with captions in
English, Chinese, and Japanese, was a popular magazine in Taiwan. (Hung 36) Due
to Japan's political climate at the time, the cover caricature of Tokyo Puck's 1906
issue critically teased the then American president Theodore Roosevelt (illus.9).
This immediately resulted in a protest from the United States Embassy in Japan.
(Schodt 1986:43) The vivid, yet controversial pictorial messages of Tokyo Puck
magazine inspired the first generation of Taiwanese comic artists. Some of these
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9. Caricature image of Theodore Roosevelt.
Tokyo Puck. Japan. 1906

artists took part in correspondence courses organized by the N e w Japanese M a n g a
Artist Association in the 1940s. Taiwanese artist Kuang-Hsi Chen not only won the
first prize in a Japanese comic competition in 1925 but also had a distinguished
career, in the major local newspapers and magazines(Lin 2000:48).

The first Taiwanese magazine that contained comic strips was published at the end of
World War II. Hsin-Kao Comic Group — comprising comic enthusiasts and artists,
including Hung Chia Ye, Chao-Ming Hung, Chia-Peng Chen, and Hua Wang-put out
the magazine Hsin-Hsin in 1945 (illus. 10). Although the drawing style of Hsin-Hsin
displayed a Japanese influence, the social content of the magazine was completely
local. This was the beginning of the post-war era, when the Nationalist party of
Mainland China, the Kuomingtang, drove the society of Taiwan into chaos through
corruption and mistrust (Lin 2000:48). Hsin-Hsin bravely took its mission to be the
faithful recording of social injustice, and disregarded the strict martial law that
controlled all media at the time. Pictorial themes such as fat police abusing starving
people shown on illustration 11, or high inflation driving the public insane, and
themes of indignation were examples of these comic artists works (Lin 2000:51). The
subject matter of these comics represented reality, which was not to be seen in the
newspapers of that time. At this early historical moment, comic is first used as a tool
of counter cultures to critic the ruling authorities. Even though Hsin-Hsin published

only seven issues, it has left a very important legacy in its historical evidence of the
time (Illus. 11).

The early style of Taiwanese comics was strongly influenced by foreign culture. In
1949, after the retreat of Kuomingtang from Mainland China, many Chinese comic
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10. Cover Page of Hsin-Hsin monthly magazine
Taiwan. 1941
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11. Caricature image of "The Robber Got Caught"
by Ye, Hung-Chia shows the social problem at
the time. 1945-1954
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artists arrived in Taiwan. Thus the ink and brush techniques of Chinese painting and
the traditional Chinese Knight-Errant stories, these being tales based on the ancient
Chinese martial arts masters who often fought against the rich and powerful and their
values, influenced local comic art. The Knight-Errant comics of the 1950s produced
by local Taiwanese artists such as Hung-Chia Ye, Hai-Hung Chen, Wan-Nan Fan,
and Sung-San Hsu, through the representation of ancient Chinese costume, Chinese
historical background and the storyline of the Knight-Errant tales and novels, are
manifestations of the connections with Mainland culture (illus. 12).

Besides the influences of Japan and Mainland China, American comics and cartoons
also inspired the Taiwanese comic industry. When US troops were stationed in
Taiwan in 1950, they brought with them American popular culture. Hollywood
cowboy movies, Disney cartoons, and newspaper comic strips served as an

inspiration for many local artists. Hsing-Chin Liu, the comic artist well known for his
personified robot character, Robot, acknowledged that American propaganda during
World War II, was his creative inspiration (Hung 64). Another artist, Shu Hsin, made
cowboy and boxing event comics that show American western landscape and Las
Vegas nightlife, thus obviously also influenced by American culture (Hung 94-95).
In 1955, record breaking sales figures brought Taiwanese comic culture into its first
golden age. Children's comic magazines such as Hsueh-Yu, Teenager World, Comic
King, and Taiwan Comics Weekly were very popular. With a Per Capita National
Income of only $320 US dollars, more than twenty local comic magazines and
numerous separate volumes were published in the year 1958 alone (Lin 2000:60).
This was a remarkable period. For the first time in history, images of Chinese,
Japanese and American popular cultures had merged with and become visible in
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12. Comic strips The Chivalrous Man Toenado.
B y Chen, Hai-Hung show strong influence of
Chinese culture. 1955-1964

Taiwan's modern civilization. In fact, this well-balanced hybrid culture has grown to
become a characteristic of Taiwanese society. This hybrid culture is evident
everywhere, for example in the Chinese New Year celebrations that use western
Catholic Church rituals, where traditional style funerals play American pop music
and wedding photo combine the images of western costume and traditional Chinese
architecture (illus. 13).

While overseas comics had a strong impact on native Taiwanese artists, local comics
still displayed a great deal of creativity that belonged exclusively to Taiwanese
people. For example, works such as Ta-Sung Lin's classics Warrior in a Black
Kerchief 'and Chinese Knight on a Heavenly Steed and Hang-Chia Ye's Chu-Ke-SiLang, Laughing/Crying Steel Mask, closely followed the culture of the masked hero
prevalent in Japanese Manga at the time. However, Hang-Chia Ye introduced
innovative martial arts ideas and custom models that broke with the stereotypes of
Japanese comic books and make these comics definitely Taiwanese (Lin 30)(illus.
14). Characteristics that mark these works as being non-Japanese are the characters'
hairstyles, costumes, and weapons. The narratives carried the royalty and
brotherhood of Knight-Errant. The comic artist Ting-Kuo Chen's, first created
'Beauty With Phoenix Eyes' (illus. 15) in 1958, a visual style based on the face make
up used by singers in the local Taiwanese opera.

Drawing from a style that closely resembled American comics, Hsing-Chin Liu
created the Brother A-San and The Great Auntie comic books, which realistically
recorded changes in Taiwanese life and culture (Hung 64). All of these comic artists
and many others developed their own distinctive styles, loaded with local meaning.
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14. Cover page of the comic book Chu-Ke Si Lang Fighting
With the Devil Gang. By Ye, Hung-Chia. 1966

15. Li-Chun Ming comic book cover shows Chen,
Ting Kuo's unique style of "Beauty with Phoenix Eyes'
1955-1964

Taiwanese comics were m u c h more popular than overseas comics in the 1950's and
early 1960's.

Significantly, Knight-Errant comics or so called Wu-Zhia comics represented over
eighty percent of volumes sold between 1955-1964 (Sha 210). The storyline of
Knight-Errant comics had its origins in the Knight-Errant novel that had become
extremely popular in China since the early twentieth century. The origins of the
Knight-Errant story lie in the traditional oral stories of the great martial artists of
bygone eras of antiquity, stories of heroic exploits that captured the imagination and
the desires of common folk. Usually these Knight-Errant stories involved thieves,
bandits and outlaws who were expert in the practices of martial arts and herbal
medicine. Heroes who were forced by corrupt and unjust government officials of the
early empires to band together to create secret societies with their own code of ethics,
chivalry, and law and order. They were just like Robin Hood of England, fighting
foreign invaders, defending the weak against oppressive landowners, and seeking
redistribution of wealth. Unlike the superheroes in American comics, the heroes in
Knight-Errant comics do not simply accept lawful justice; rather, the code of "YeeChi" has provided the most subject matter. "Yee-Chi" is a code of honour, which
believes in the spirit of faithful brotherhood and self-sacrifice. Yee-Chi is far more
important than law and order. Heroes who survive in the Knight-Errant comics have
to practise and maintain Yee-Chi to the end. In fact, the laws of Sicilian Mafia and
Japanese Samurai are the closest in spirit to Yee-Chi (Yang 76-83).

The popularity of Knight-Errant comics in the 1950's along with the concept of YeeChi, illustrates Taiwanese people's dissatisfaction with social injustice, and
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imperious government officials. It was w h e n Taiwan experienced military attack and
possible invasion from the communist Mainland China that the government
introduced a very strict martial law to terminate local democratic movements and to
control all types of media. Due to their outspoken behaviours, many people were
sentenced or simply killed by government authorities. In this so-called "White
Terror" era of the 1950s-70s, all press was under the control of martial law.
Fortunately, due to the ideology of "only high culture is culture", (Lee 1999:29) the
government despised and ignored the easy-reading graphical nature of comics.
Comic strips, especially the surreal Knight-Errant comics, therefore survived and
became a popular way for people to escape from harsh reality and to use their
imagination.

According to Professor Hung, Te-lin of Tainan National College of Arts, the style of
Taiwanese comics in 1960s was of a very high standard. The local comic industry
experienced outstanding sales and the income of a comic artist was up to thirty times
higher than the salary of a primary school teacher. (Hung 58) Numerous students,
from elementary school to college level, hung around comic rental stores everyday
after school. Comics were such an influential medium that a few teenagers were so
inspired by the surreal Knight-Errant story that they ran away from home and went
to high peaks to find an ideal martial arts master (Lin 2000:16). These kinds of
incidents were seen as a serious social problem of the time, which evoked great
concern among government officials, teachers and parents who did not fully
understand the social function and cultural significance of comic books in Taiwan.
The public dismissed the overall influence that the burgeoning comic culture of the
time was having on the younger generation.
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Chiang Kai-shek, the leader of the ruling party, ordered the Ministry of Education,
together with the Ministry of Interior to interdict comics in 1962. Chiang believed
comics to be ridiculous, unhealthy, and to make children miserable (Hung 120).
Finally, in 1966, the Ministry of Education founded the National Institute for
Compilation and Translation and promulgated a 117-page regulation booklet entitled
"Comic Compilation and Censorship Guidelines" (Sha 86). These new guidelines
required all comic artists to submit their works for examination before publishing
them, and limited their artistic direction. Furthermore, all comic books from comic
rental stores published before 1967 had to be confiscated and destroyed. It was a
disaster for the comic book industry of the time. The number of comic books and
magazines published dropped harshly from over 5114 volumes in 1969 to 424
volumes in 1974 (Sha 89). Government requirement such as, "human feet must stand
on the solid ground", "eyes have to be smaller than mouth", "no weapon is allowed",
and "robot can't act without remote control" (illsu.16), repressed artists' creativity.
When the artist San-Pa submitted his animal comics to the government, they turned
down his work and asked him " How can a dog speak? This could drive the kids
crazy" (Hung 122). " 'Comic Compilation and Censorship Guidelines' is amazing",
says comic critic Alplus. " It successfully predicts the possibility of the future comic
creation, only in a negative way. If comic artists could legally and intentionally
challenge these rules, Taiwan's comic industry would be world class today." (Hung
87).

Between 1965-1974, almost all comic publishers and rental stores were forced to
shut down their businesses. The one and only surviving comic magazine, Prince, had
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16. Liu, Hsing-Chin's The Battle between Robot and Davil
shows the robot and the required remote control antena.
1965-1974

to limit its comic strip section to 20 percent to meet the no-need-to-submit
government regulations. Popular comic artists either stopped creating or published
their works in Hong Kong. Only a few underground comic rental stores provided
early issue comic books to the public. Taiwanese comic culture was almost destroyed
by the government's cruel cultural suppression policy. In 1975, The National
Institute for Compilation and Translation allowed reproductions of Japanese comics
to enter the country. In 1976, due to the large amount of cheap piracy comic
magazines, Taiwanese comic culture was suddenly restored to its original popularity.
Three major comic magazines: Caricature, Champion Comic, and King of Comics
were published at the same time. Among them, The King of Comics weekly
magazine held the outstanding sales record of one hundred thousand copies per issue.
Meanwhile, many publishing companies reopened, and thousands of comic volumes
were published. (Hung 130) Ironically, this impressive moment also symbolized the
end of the native comic style and its Knight-Errant storyline. Due to Taiwanese

comic artists' ignorance of intellectual property rights, and their retreat in the 1970s,
the Japanese-comic-based piracy versions captured almost the entire comic book
market. The most popular The King of Comics magazine even carried over 95
percent of plagiarised Japanese comics. Between 1966-1976, the equivalent of the
dark age of Taiwanese comic culture, the Japanese comic industry entered its first
golden age. Landmark comics such as I Am Teppei, Blackjack (illus. 17), and The
Rose of Versailles, (illus. 18) were common topics in local student's conversation.
Instead of American Disney animation, Japanese animation, such as Mazinger Z of
illus. 14, Triton of the Sea, and Candy,a.gam won Taiwanese public admiration. At
the time, local audiences were deeply moved by the genius of Japanese modern
masters.
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17. Cover Page of the pirated comic book
Black Jack by Japanese comic artist
Tezuka, Osamu. 1983

18. Comic strips The Rose of Versailles. B y Ikeda Riyoko.
1983

Local artists were upset by the huge success of Japanese comics. They were
especially so because after the diplomatic severance with Japan, the ruling
Nationalist Party's publishing policy supposedly allowed no Japanese media in
Taiwan (Sha 91). Therefore, locals believed that the only reason these illegal
Japanese comics were able to pass the tough "Comic Compilation and Censorship
Guidelines" was bribery (Hung 132). In 1982, the well-known comic artist Niou Gre
launched a series of "Comic Purification" campaigns to attack the violent and erotic
contents of Japanese comic books. Next year, he filed a malfeasance charge against
the National Institute for Compilation and Translation (Hung 139). The three-year
lawsuit was another disaster for comic culture. Government officials did not concede
misconduct in its cultural suppression policy; rather, they rejected almost all
applications from the comic industry. Comic therefore began its identification as
being part of a "Culture of Abjection" in Taiwan.

Soon not only local, but also Japanese comic books could rarely be seen in
bookstores. Many comic fans consequently protested in the newspaper. In fact, after
over ten years of repression, it was very difficult for local artists to compete with the
more sophisticated Japanese comic industry. The "Comic Purification" campaign
that denounced the so-called "Japanese culture invasion" proved to be unsuccessful.

Fortunately, Taiwanese comic culture survived in another way. In the 1980s, the age
of the democratic movement, a new generation of local comic artists discovered new
platforms in political magazines and daily newspapers. The single panel political
comic or caricature and the short comic strip became the two most successful models
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(illus. 19, 20). Caricature was the political opposition's powerful technique to reach
the majority. Under the political pressure of the eighties, Taiwanese people easily
understood the satirical messages of caricatures. When the faces of inaccessible
government officials were distorted, exaggerated or tweaked by comic artist's
creations, ironic caricature eventually encouraged the public to rebel against the
absolute ruling authority. "Humour is truth," says the American caricaturist Robert
Risko. "Things are funny when they are honest. It's like when a child says something
that an adult would never say - that's funny, because usually it's what everyone is
thinking, but not saying...." (Staake 16).

Although martial law regained its strength in the control of the media, many illegal
political magazines were published, containing a large quantity of caricatures and
comics. The truthful and humorous images of political caricature in the 1980s
became a political tradition in Taiwan and remains so today. Short comic strips in the
daily newspaper, unlike the political caricature of another local product in 1980s,
were simply funny and harmless. The young comic artists, who carried most of their
comic experiences from 1970s' piracy versions of Japanese comic, built a new style
(Hung 140). Differing from the early Knight-Errant comics or Japanese comics,
these short comics strips consisted of only four or eight panels. The drawing
technique clearly shows a Japanese influence: speed-reading layout, symbolism and
gesture, and the cinematic technique of Japanese comic master Tezuka's 1950s
invention (Schodt 1983: 66). The storylines (such as family tales, romance, sport,
and science fiction) are very different to the serious, heroic content of early local
comics. The popular Wu-Lung Yen comic strip of 1982 in the China Times
newspaper was the pioneer of this new comic movement (Sha 137).
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19. Political comic of 1980s in Taiwan. By Co.Co.
1988-1989

20. Taiwan's political caricature shows then president
Lee, Teng-Hui. B y Ling-Chun. 1995-2000

The artist Yu-Hsiang A o created a group of m o n k characters that live in the Wu-Lung
Yen temple and conduct themselves in silly and ridiculous ways (illus.21). The funny
temple storyline is influenced by Chinese philosophy, the Knight-Errant story, and
even popular television series. By casting the ugly, nonsensical monks as positive
heroes, Wu-Lung Yen substantially challenged old, mainstream values with a softer
attitude. This well-received comic immediately won a wide-range of supporters, from
high school students to office employees, including those who had only experienced
Japanese comics. They were amazed by the humorous imagination of this local
comic's new style. "Every morning, people were waiting for the newspaper that has
Wu-Lung Yen on it. In fact, the majority of them thus established their comicreading custom for the first time," says comic critic Professor Te-Lin Hung. Later, 24
volumes of Wu-Lung Yen comics were published. Two different versions of WuLung Yen magazine had sales figures of over 87,000 copies per week (Hung 147).

Following the lift of martial law in 1987, 22 years of the controversial policy
contained in the "Comic Compilation and Censorship Guidelines" had finally ended.
The Taiwanese comic industries, including pirated comics, were about to experience
their largest boom. In 1991, over 230,000 copies of the Youth Express weekly
magazine were sold. This record is ten times more than the most popular non-comic
weekly magazine of the time (Sha 91). Due to the cheap cost of pirated comic
magazines and books, Japanese comics regained their popularity in Taiwan. In June
1992, under pressure by the American government, the Taiwanese government
promulgated the revision of copyright law. The comic industry therefore completely
stepped into a new era of legality as a multi-angled managed enterprise (Lin 12)
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21. Comic strips Wu-Lung Yen.
By Ao, Yu-Hsing 1975-1984

(illus. 22).

O n the other hand, the huge success of local comic Wu-Lung Y e n inspired many
young comic artists at the time. As early as 1983, Taiwan had its first comic
competition. Winners of the series competition, including Yu-Fu, Uen Cheng, SuLan Yu, and Yen-Chung Hsiao, have later became notable professional comic artists
(Lin 112). Among them, Su-Lan Yu was named "The Queen of Taiwanese Lady
Comic". Her popular comics The Seven Mirrors' Stories were published in
Taiwanese, Korean, and Singaporean versions in the 1990s (illus.23). Remarkably,
more than thirty million pirated copies of her works have been sold in Mainland
China (Lin 2000:178). She is the first well-known female comic artist in Taiwan.

Another competition winner, Uen Cheng, reclaimed the traditional Chinese ink and
brush technique to depict a sense of romance and uninhibited emotion. The Japanese
Manga Association awarded his historical comic, The Legend of Heroes in East
Chou Dynasty, first place for its technical achievement in 1991 (Hung 143). Most of
Uen Cheng's comics are also popular in Japan and Hong Kong (illus.24).

Meanwhile, more and more Taiwanese local comic artists were getting international
recognition. Comic artist Kid Jerry published in the United States. The work of
another popular comic artist, Push, was seen in the French magazine KANIEHA (Lin
185). Since 1990, Chih-Chung Tsai's series of short comics, What Chinese Master
Said, have been translated into thirty-six different languages and can be found in
numerous countries around the world (Hung 169).
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22. The cover pages of two Taiwanese comic weekly
magazines -Formosa Youth (left) and TEMPO (left)
1993

23. The cover page of The Seven Mirrors Stories
by Yu, Su-Lan. 1991

24. Comic book The Sward A-Pi shows the new
comic drawing technique by Cheng Uen.
1985-1994

Even though comic book sales reached the monthly revenue of two hundred million
NT dollars in 1996, and the published volume of comic books captured forty percent
of the entire publication market (Lin 2000:12), Taiwanese comics were still seen as a
questionable sub-culture in mainstream public opinion as they spoke subversive
ideology and manifested aspects of'abjection'.

After the abandonment of "Comic Compilation and Censorship Guidelines" in 1988,
feminist groups and some conservative organizations started a series of protests
against the brutal and erotic nature of comics. Unlike the campaigns of 1982, which
attacked Japanese comics and the repression of comic censorship, these protests
called for the revival of "Comic Compilation and Censorship Guidelines". In
December 1991, the Feminist Union picked up many comics they regarded as "no
good" or "evil" and incinerated them in front of the media. This movement, focusing
on teenage students, won strong support from many parents.

In July 1997, "The Unsuitable Comic Book Lists For Children" was published by a
government-funded organization (Leel999:152-153). This list represents the
complete difference in opinion between government officials and comic consumers
in Taiwan. Those "unsuitable" comics on the list are usually the best sellers in the
market, and the public simply does not welcome the award-winning comics (Sha
204-209). The open debate about the total ban of "no good" comics raised society's
attention in the mid-1990s. Comics have been a controversial topic, even though
their classification policy was finally established and under the surveillance of the
police force since 1999. Politician Jian-Xuan Wang introduced a theory, "The
Useless Comic", to criticize the subjective content of the Japanese comic artist
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Hideki Mori's Chinese historical comic M O G o n g (Sha 49). Right-wing political
parties opened fire in 2000 on a Japanese comic, Taiwan Discourse. They believed
the idealistic content of this comic to be offensive and incorrect (Sha 246). Until
2002, Taiwanese comics have been somehow carrying an argumentative social image
to the public.

Since 1990, sole comic rental businesses have been transformed into modern chain
stores, open 24-hours offering both comic rental and Internet usage. Charged by the
time spent, a customer can stay in a rental store as long as they like. Comics are so
well received by the media in Taiwan that the majority of people are living with
them. Today, almost all super stores in Taiwan carry the latest editions of comic
books and magazines. 24-hour cartoon channels are popular in most households.
Comic or cartoon icons also inspire many commercial billboards and the major
company logos seen on the streets. In local McDonalds fast food outlets, on August 8
1999, two hundred thousand Hello Kitty stuffed toys were sold out within two hours
(Sha 234). According to one survey, instead of entertainment or sports stars, comic
or cartoon icons are the favourite choice of image for a business or firm (Sha 234235). In 1999, the first Annual International Comic Show took place at the Taipei
World Trade Centre. Later, in 1999, the Asia Manga Summit invited over 200
international comic artists to attend and captured overseas media attention. A book
about the study of comics and animation, Animation Comic 2000, is the best selling
critical book ever-in Taiwanese history (Zhao 2001). The majority of people
eventually came to recognize comic culture's interesting and meaningful content.
Also in 2000, the National Museum of History opened an exhibition named "A
Celebration of Taiwan Comic". This is the first time that the comic was considered to
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be part of mainstream culture by government officials.

D u e to the sophistication of computer technology, Taiwanese comic culture is now
branching into new areas. Two major comic/animation web sites, A-Kuei and Gan
Giau Long, are not only the two most popular sites among over fifty similar local
web sites, but are also in the top-five most popular comic/animation web sites in
Hong Kong and Mainland China (Chen). According to the Kimo web site, there are
538 comic/animation fan clubs that have the web sites and their own Fanzine. The
idea of the Fanzine came from Japan in the early 1990s. A group of people, including
teenagers and university students, who carried the same love of one particular comic
or animation product, share their imagination to recreate this one particular comic or
product. The result of their creation is called a Fanzine, which is an abbreviation of
the "fan's magazine" (Huang 2). Often, for the purpose of exchange with another
Fanzine group, one Fanzine will publish limited copies. The Fanzine's underground
and non-commercial strategies give comic fans boundless freedom to realise their
fantasy. Significantly, even though the creator may not be homosexual, many
Fanzines carry homosexual messages (Lee 1999:102-104). Based on either the
storyline or artistic form of their favourite comic/animation, younger generations of
comic fans frequently produce exclusive Fanzines that are called "outrageous" and
criticized by the local conservative political organizations (Lee 1999:158). The other
new type of sub-culture that has a comic/animation origin is the Cos Play, an
abbreviation of "costume play" (illus.25,26).

Unlike the two-dimensional elaborate comic creation of a Fanzine club, the people in
a Cos Play group simply live out their fantasy. Cos Players copy the surreal costume
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25. Cos-Player. Internet post by Mao-Mao
1 March. 2001

26. Puppet show star - " Ton-Lin prince".2001

that belong to their favourite comic, animation, or even traditional puppet show
character, and dress up as them, bravely demonstrating their desire and fantasy to the
public. Unlike comic book culture, both Cos Play and Fanzine groups have not
experienced a major attack from mainstream Taiwanese culture. These new social
realities mostly use the World Wide Web computer network to communicate with
each other. Therefore it is easier for them to avoid censorship. By challenging
mainstream values as well as providing shelter for the subculture groups such as gays
or lesbians, the Fanzine and Cos Play are actually a legacy of comics in Taiwan.
Comparing with the Knight-Errant comic of 1950s-1960s, instead of the traditional
concept "Yee Chi" that carry the message of good or evil, the new type of comic
culture are standing firmly with individual expression. For example, the website
comic characters A-Kuei and Gan Giau Long, represent the average person who is
concerned with everyday issues of living in a contemporary culture such as love and
personal relationships.

Having looked at the history of comic art in Taiwan, I see that if comic art does
express Taiwanese cultural identity and its unique diversity, it will be because the
comic has such a strong, stable, colourful and resilient heritage. Contemporary
Taiwanese artists use comic as counter and abject culture to attack the mainstream
and from this study of Taiwanese history I see that this has always been the case.
There has always been a relationship between comic and the abject, one that has
developed consistently throughout Taiwanese comic history. The evidence suggests
that comics have always been part of counter culture and the "Cultural of Abjection".
The Taiwanese passion for comic is one built on a strong history that has included
both the political and the pleasurable and has thus been part of the formation of their
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cultural identity. It therefore is on of the best tools through which to understand the
people of Taiwan.
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Chapter 3 - The Social Significance of The Taiwanese Comic

The comic has built up a substantial tradition in the popular culture of Taiwan.
Comics play a special role in social, political and historical aspects of the country. It
is such a well-received medium that in the last five years, two of Taiwan's
presidents, Lee Teng-hui and Chen Shui-ban, have dressed up in the costumes of
comic characters for public events, as a political strategy to communicate their
friendly and reformative images. Due to their low-cost portability and in spite of
many new entertainment technologies being introduced for the public's pleasure, the
comic and its offshoots are still the most common form of entertainment for local
teenagers (Lin 2000:18). On the other hand, even though the popularity of comics
has been continuing for years, due to being stereotyped as counter-culture and long
suppressed in history, today comic culture still attract much critical attention from
mainstream society. The comic is, indeed, an important culture that contains both
popular and ignored social interpretations in Taiwan.

1. The Comic as a symbol of subversive culture
The majority of Taiwanese read comics when they were young, and abandoned them
when they became adult. "Kids stuff' or "erotic and graphical violence" are the
common prejudice of the public. In order to be part of mainstream society, people
simply follow the cultural stereotype that puts down the entire comic culture. By
getting its bad reputation from government authorities and conservative educational
groups for many years, the comic has become a symbol of subversive culture.
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Government interference
In Taiwan's modern history, the ruling authorities have tried many times to keep
popular and folk cultures in check. For example: puppet shows, local drama, and folk
songs were either prohibited or checked under the colonization of Japan (Yan 417).
Later, Kuomingtang, the Chinese Nationalists, banned the speaking of Japanese and
the native language in schools for years. It also placed censorship on puppet shows,
Knight-Errant novels, and comics. The motivation behind the Japanese and
Kuomingtang's policies of cultural suppression was to control their political ideology
(Lee 1999:28). Comic readers require very little aptitude for vocabulary. The cheap
cost and the variety of types also make them popular.

The comic proved to be an excellent mass-communication tool for groups wanting to
avoid government control. Its ability for public enlightenment was seen as harmful
by the early dictatorial government. Comics were therefore carefully examined
through the "Comic Compilation and Censorship Guidelines" for twenty-two years.
The result was harsh: not only did the early native style disappear; under the
government's propaganda, comic culture was presented as a negative to mainstream
society. As early as 1960, because the translated version of the American comic
Popeye in the China Times newspaper was seen as a satire on the country's ruler
Chiang Kai-shek and his son by the secret polices, the translator, famous political
critic Bo Yang, was arrested and spend nearly 10 years in the prison on Green Island
(Lin 2000-2). In fact, political cartoons and caricatures played a remarkable role in
the age of the democratic movement. Comic artists presented their political
awareness in newspapers, political magazines, and street protests, and this has given
local comic culture a reputation for political protestation.
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Educational consideration
In Taiwan's mainstream society, comics are not only required to be politically
correct, but also educationally approved. Many comics that carry violent and erotic
contents have been intensely attacked by parents and instructional groups2. By
overlooking the fact that comics contain a broad range of material appealing to
different groups within society, these instructional groups believe comics are only for
children, therefore they should be educational and harmless (Sha 94-97). They joined
forces with the government's censorship program in 1991 (Lee 153); instead of
providing guidance, they preferred to see the total ban of comic books in schools.
Until now, generally, students at high school level or below who carried comic books
into their classroom, would have been punished by their teachers and their comic
books confiscated. The majority of people therefore learnt the idea that comics are
"bad" or anti-moralistic during their school years. Ironically, according to the social
critic Yang Zhao, "comic reading is the first degrading and addictive experience for
many Taiwanese teenagers" (Lee 1999:5). Due to their low cost and size that is
portable as well as easy-to-hide, comic reading provides students with a common
means to challenge teachers' authority. Before youths become adults, it is very
normal to question and disobey adults' orders and values. To the local teenagers,
comics are just like sex, they're both desirable yet prohibited (Lee 1999:79). The
gentle protest of comic reading in schools, disregarding the rules of adults, remains a
great memory for many Taiwanese. A very well received local folk song of 1980,
Childhood, contained lyrics that expressed the overwhelming experience of comic
reading in the school. The ban of comics based on educational considerations has

2

According to the comparison study of 1994's comic book sales and crime rates, Japan, the largest
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resulted in the image of comic culture becoming both nostalgic and anti-moralistic.

Culture stereotype
Like most inexpensive objects, the Taiwanese comic is an "abject" phenomenon to
the public. People are generally told that the world of cheap pleasure is bad, because
it replaces something precious w e once had. M o d e r n popular culture's shallow
amusement is a powerful threat to the great tradition of the high arts (Leggio 17-18).
B y threatening tradition, popular culture is also challenging the barrier between high
and low social classes. Therefore, people in the higher social classes are normally
looking for old-style artistic achievement to distinguish themselves from others.
Costly western culture, such as classical music, ballet, oil painting, and even red
wine are the upper class and newly-wealth people's favourites. T h e ruling or upper
class sticks by expensive tastes that require large cultural capital in order to maintain
their superior social status. People are simply classified by the kind of culture they
contribute to society. W h e n the government had a strict cultural policy before 1985,
the ideal of "only high culture is culture" pushed popular culture to the edge of
society (Lee 1999:29). The comic, a culture that is mainly supported by youth,
received one of the worst social positions as result of the public's cultural prejudices.
This is because traditionalists not only put d o w n youth culture, but also the culture of
"easy" graphic culture has usually been seen as an easy culture (Lee 1999:27). T o
read the pictorial images and fluent layout of comic strips requires very little
education, which goes against the government's vision of culture.

In fact, the comic's simple elements can combine in a complex way. Many comics

comic market had far less violent crime and sex crime than that of United States. (Schodt 1996. 50)
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carry features of modern literature, such as ambiguity and complex characterization.
The underdog culture of the comic does not always contain low culture or content.
Popular comics, for examples, Crime and Punishment and Phoenix by Osamu
Tezuka, have "high" subject matter that is characterized by their humanism and the
respect for life (illus. 27). Crime and Punishment was first published in Japan, 1953,
which is the manga version of Fyodor Dostoyevski's novel Crime and Punishment
(illus 28). The Phoenix is always referred to as Osamu Tezuka's "Life Work", 19541989, in which he experiments with comics as a medium of expression and tries to
examine the meaning of life (Schodt 1996:261). The comic is an under-rated and
mistreated culture in Taiwan. In the 1990's, the end of the government's cultural
stereotyping, several publishers began to build a new image for comics. They raised
the comic's cultural capital including luxury covers for comic books, a higher retail
price, and promotional launches for new comic books (Sha 161-162). Recently, these
strategies have successfully turned the comic's public image from lower end culture
to major popular culture. Even though the public's cultural prejudice towards the
"cheap" comic has faded, the unavoidable "low" nature of graphic culture and youth
culture means that the Taiwanese comic remains culturally controversial.

The outsider's shelter
In Taiwan, individuals who do not belong to mainstream society have discovered
their alliance through comic culture. As early as the 1960s, for the first time in the
post World War era, American underground comics showed that comics did not have
to be exclusively for children. These underground comics were also known as
"comix", both to set them apart, and to emphasize the "x" for X-rated (Sabin
1993:36). The 1960s comix both displayed and transmitted counter-cultural
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27. Japanese comic strips Phoenix
by Tezuka, Osamu. 1953
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28. Japanese comic strips Crime and Punishment
by Tezuka, Osamu. 1953

messages that highlighted issues such as pacifism, sexual freedom, minority rights
and even drugs culture. The aim of comix was not just to protest society's abuses, but
actually to replace the dominant culture with one based on egalitarian ideas (Sabin
1996:92). In Taiwan, many comics carried similar characters to "American
comixes".

The prohibited themes of erotic and political satire in the comics have resulted in
boycotts from both government and mainstream society since the 1960s. Comic
culture's denial of mainstream values eventually became the icon of Taiwanese
counter-culture, which attracted the attention of certain minority groups. Social
outsiders such as gays, lesbians, failures of college entrance exams, and even
decayed political activists found companionship through comic rental stores or
Internet web sites (Zhou 38). By reading comics that went against mainstream
values, these people shared feelings from the comics they read. Unexpectedly, the
"abject" public images of "bad" comics provided these comic readers with a strong
feeling as belonging to one allied group. Together, these comic readers, who held the
same preferences, set up a Fanzine group to meet their companions and to publish
their own comic. Like American comix, self-published, small-scale affairs, the
Fanzine comics in Taiwan simply ignored the government's regulation code. In
2002, more than five hundred non-profit-organized Fanzine groups are established in
Taiwan. The outrageous names such as "Blood-Seal Dynasty", "C.H.K & SEEYA,
Fiend", "Les Fluers du Mai", "Muse Jam", and "No For Justice" reflect the youthful
and underground character of these groups. The majority of group members are
between the ages of 15-22, the generation of Japanese comic culture (KEKO 38).
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Although the drawing techniques of Fanzine comics are largely influenced by
Japanese manga, the storylines of these comics are obviously the expression of
individuality (illus. 29, 30). Significantly, quite different to the super heroes of old
time, Fanzine heroes are usually ordinary people who are willing to go against the
powerful mainstream order (Lee 109). The hero's character has also changed; instead
of the pure and fearless ideal, Fanzine heroes could be a funky joker, a feminine
male, or even a "cute character" without sex gender. "By introducing transcendence
into an organized world, transgression becomes a principle of an organized disorder",
wrote Georges Bataille in Erotism (Bataille 119). In fact, the messages of these
Fanzine comics are similar to the idea of Taiwanese Knight-Errant comics in 1950s.
They both revolt against reality and ordinary life; their intention is to build a new
order out of the conservative mainstream (Wang 14).

In 1992, a major newspaper, China Times, published a comic/caricature book named
Bad: The Handbook For No Good. The book introduces aspect of Taiwanese youth
culture and sub-culture such as youth slang, "cool" fashion style, displays of gang
weapons, a bad student diary, and raw comic strips for teenagers and people who like
to learn "cool" culture. Bad proved that since comics have become part of popular
culture, its "no good" images of non-mainstream aesthetic and anti-social attitude
were largely for sale. Dick Hebdige written in his book, Subculture - The Meaning of
Style:
"... as soon as the original innovations which signify 'subculture' are translated
into commodities and made generally available, they become 'frozen'. Once
removed from their private contexts by the small entrepreneurs and big fashion
interests who produce them on mass scale, they become codified, made
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29. Fanzine comic by National Taiwan University
Comic and Cartoon Community. 1998.

30. Fanzine comic by Devil's Fanzine Group.
1998.

comprehensible, rendered at once public property and profitable merchandise".
(Hebdige 96)

In Taiwan, as a consumer culture, the comics have been reorganized to a commercial
standard that is easy for the public to accept and to understand. By abandoning the
original subculture supporters, comic culture has moved in to the field of popular
culture (Wang 35).

The majority of Taiwanese comics have eventually lost their early anti-mainstream
characters for the younger generation. Today, apart from the mainstream comic
industry, Fanzine comics remain the only shelter for social outsiders. Fanzine groups
continue to be self-funded, non-profit organizations, which allows them to freely
provide for the prohibited desires of subculture groups. As a consequence of
challenging mainstream values, a legacy of comic culture, the Fanzine comic is
becoming a new icon for the Taiwanese counter-culture.

2. The irresistible comic in everyday life

Most Taiwanese people today are, like sociologist Lee I-Yun's book title, Living
With Comic. Today, people are basically surrounded by comic in their daily life.
Although Taiwanese comic culture is still seen negatively by some people, comic
icons can be seen almost everywhere; from the mass media to postage stamps,
telephone cards, office equipment, public art, architecture design, commercial
billboards, propaganda posters, and even on public trash cans, comic/cartoon images
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are everywhere (illus. 31). Conversations on the subject of comics can be heard in
classrooms, offices, bookstores, and on television/radio talk shows. On the Internet,
the chat room's discussion topic, "which comic/cartoon characters would you like to
have sex with?" received huge responses on the leading adult web site,
www.taiwankiss.com in August 2001. Before becoming the new ruling party, the
leaders of Democratic Progressive Party, Shi Ming-de, said that he shared the same
dream as the Japanese comic artist Ryoichi Ikegami's 1994-1996 series comic strips
The God Father of Political Shrine. All these phenomena show the overwhelming
popularity of comic culture in Taiwanese society.

Strong consumer support
In Taiwanese modern history, the comic has always been one of the most highly
demanded items in the publication market, most of which come in from overseas,
predominantly from Japan. From Comic King of 1955, King of Comic of the 1970s,
to Youth Express of the 1990s, comic magazines have repeatedly broken sales
records of the publication industry. Also, in the mid-1990s, the overwhelming
marketing of animation cartoons and computer games urged local industries to spend
up to ten times the original price to purchase the newest broadcast or publication
rights from overseas (Sha 176). The comic/animation industries later developed a
clever commercial strategy. By casting comic characters as movie stars or sport
heroes, the industries organize the new book launch and the comic art exhibition
openings to the public; they simply turn comic culture into a commercially based fan
culture. Instead of supporting the entire comic culture, the fans only feel enthusiastic
about particular comic characters (Lee 1999:86). From stickers, jewels to cars, they
collect all products that relate to their favourite characters. Icons from
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31. Government-own electric transformer
sub-station on the street of Kaohsiung,
Taiwan. Photo by Lee, Ding-Sheng. 2002

comics/animation such as Hello Kitty, South Park, P o K e M o N Monsters, Final
Fantasy, and GTO: Great Teacher Onizuka were the most desirable images for fans
in the year 2000-2001.

Teenagers and youths are no longer the dominant consumers of comics/animation.
According to the survey, around thirty percent of cartoon audiences are over thirty
years old (Sha 65). Since most animation cartoons have comic book versions and
video games published, these financially stable older audiences are also potential
customers of related products such as videos/DVDs, video game software and
computer software. The sale of these high cost items injects large amount of money
into the comic/animation industry, on the other hand, which helps the industry to
build an image as a profitable and popular medium. By extending the various related
products, today's industry is becoming larger and more sophisticated than ever. Its
popularity also elevates comic culture into being one of the most influential forms of
popular culture.

Comic influences popular taste.
As a powerful force within the popular culture of Taiwan, comics influence both the
lifestyle and the imagination of the public. In Taiwan's information-saturated and
fashion-conscious society, the content of a successful comic often carries both
images and ideas reflective of current social reality, and also provides a fertile
resource for the public imagination, influencing many areas of life, from the fashion
house to the ever evolving street slang of the Taiwanese youth (Lee 1999:60-61).
The appeal of the comic is diverse, attracting the younger generations, those working
in areas of design and also the enthusiast of popular fashion. The comic speaks a
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c o m m o n language, understood, appreciated and influential across a wide section of
Taiwanese society. The comic is responsible for the generation of new fashions,
catch phrases, and ideas that spring forth from comics and travel quickly throughout
the nation.

Comics exert a tremendous influence particularly on the local fashion industry with
Taiwan's designers finding inspiration for their collections from the look and style
and dress of popular comic characters. Whilst this internal circle of influence flows
between locally published product and local fashion designers, the Taiwanese comic
and animation circulation is mostly made up of translated foreign product, and it is
this product that provides a constant, rich resource for those looking for what is in
vogue overseas.

These foreign comics and animations not only influence Taiwanese design in the
areas of dress, hairstyles, architecture, commercial art and decoration. They also
introduce foreign words and sayings into Taiwan. These words and sayings are often
abbreviations or new words that have originated from the dialogue, themes, names or
actions of characters in comics. They are often hybrids of foreign languages and
cultures or acronyms. Many words have been introduced into common usage through
the influence of the Japanese comic. The word "Cosplay", originated from the words
costume play, and "Fanzine" is the shortened term for fan's magazine. The acronym
is popular, and if one wanted to describe a young and outrageous teacher, one would
simply use the letters "GTO", this being a reference to the hero of the popular
Japanese publication, "The Great Teacher Onizuka". Phrases from the American
cartoon South Park, such as " Oh, my God! They've killed Kenny!" and "You
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Bastard!" have also likewise become a part of the language of Taiwan's youth
culture (Sha 30). Those who do not understand the significance and newly formed
meanings of these catch phrases and hybrid words are seen as odd, aged or out of
touch with the culture.

Comics and animation characters are overwhelmingly successful as decoration on
many popular products; the icons of Pokemon, Hello Kitty and Snoopy cover clothes
and credit cards, pencils and pencil cases. They are reproduced as stuffed toys and
provide decorative themes for writing paper and restaurants. All the enthusiastic
believers who are so passionate about consuming comic product increase the
fashionable image of comic in Taiwan. The comic is, indeed a powerful source of
inspiration for Taiwanese popular culture.

Comic uses and incorporates new technology
Technology has played a major part in Taiwan's comic boom. The comic industries
and its artists have readily applied new technologies to speedup production. They
have also incorporated new technologies into the imagery and themes of their
publications to visually inspire and challenge their readers. In fact, the comic has a
long history of incorporating new technologies. In the 1820s England developed
printing technologies based on the lithographic technique of using the chemical
reaction between ink and grease and produced a large amount of quality caricatures.
With these caricatures becoming popular, the term "the comicals" came into
common usage and was later abbreviated to "the comics" (Sabin 1993:14). In 1950s
Japan, "the God of Manga", Osamu Tezuka, introduced many new visual techniques
taken from the cinema, such as the close-up, mutable perspective, and the new
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choices of framing the scene and the action, taken from those used by directors of
cinemas photography. As well, other comic artists created and used new drawing
materials and techniques, one being the creation and used of pre-printed drawing
textures that could be cut off and stuck on where needed (illus.32). They also created
reference libraries of very precise images that could be used all over again (Schodt
1986:64-87) (illus. 33).

The 1962 movie version of the Taiwanese comic, The Fight with the Double Masks,
was the first comic made into a movie. Seeing their favourite comic moving up on
the big screen with its powerful scenes of martial arts deeply moved this first
generation of comic readers who were only used to static images on the page. In
1968, Liu Hsing-chin's The Battle between Robot and Devil provided the earliest
science fiction experience for many Taiwanese, introducing the robot for the first
time into comic culture. Later, in the early 1970s, pirated Japanese comics such as
Astro Boy, D oraemon and Television cartoon series Mazinger Z confirmed the
relationship between comic culture and high technology for comic lovers. The
invention of the photocopier greatly increased the circulation and popularity of
Japanese comic in Taiwan. Within three days of an authorized version being
published in Japan, Taiwanese pirate copiers were able to release their pirate product
onto the local market (Hung 133).

In 1992, in order to suite the new copyright laws and compete with Japanese comic,
local comic artists and the comic industry began to develop the skills and techniques.
Today, around 100 commercial and non-commercial Fanzine web sites have been
established. The Taiwanese comic industry has also taken their product into the areas
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32. Japanese comic strips Kotaro Makaritoru by Hiruta,
Tatsuya show the ready-made graphic pattern used
on the images of the clothes. 1990

33. Japanese comic strips The Silent Service by Kawaguchi,
Kaiji show the American battleship image, which was copied
from artist's reference library. 1994

of video and computer games. A n d along with most of the world's comic and
animation industry, comic artists in Taiwan are inventing using new computer
software to create computer-generated cartoons and animations. This progress is very
important, as with this technology, many young students can create their own comics
or cartoons. And as their work and the work of other more established artists spread
through the Internet, familiarity with, and popularity of these creators' increases. As
the industry utilizes cyber-technology and the Taiwanese people gain access to new
comic material through it, a new type of comic culture has formed and comic has
become more popular than ever before.

Thus the social significance of comics in Taiwan is strangely unifying. Comic culture
bridges and is socially significant in both the worlds of counter culture and popular
culture. For comics to bridge both these worlds that usually exist in antithesis to each
other, is typical of the complex nature in Taiwan. The comic was firstly significant as
an expression of subversive culture because the government and educational
authorities suppressed it. It thus became stereotyped as anti high culture and attracted
a following amongst those who did not feel they belonged within the mainstream. At
the same time the comic has been so accepted, that it has become a very important
part of popular culture. The comic's influence is everywhere, an easily recognizable
force in commercial and popular culture, and influential in the technological world.
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C h a p t e r 4 - T a i w a n e s e c o n t e m p o r a r y artists: C a s e studies in the
influence of comic art

For the majority of Taiwanese, there is a stressful life with political uncertainty, yet
surprisingly, there is tremendous fruitful economic growth and a democratic
sophistication. This proves that the people of Taiwan have found their own way to
survive and succeed. I believe they have done this by developing their own rich and

complex culture full of amazing flexibility and creativity and they hold onto it, with a
great passion for life.

With a complex history of rulers and oppressors that both brought to Taiwan their
own cultures and also oppressed Taiwanese culture, Taiwanese artists since even
before martial law was lifted in 1987, have tried to develop their own art practice and
significant style rather than following the latest stylistic innovation in the local
Taiwanese art scene (Hart 76). Some artists have taken all manner of aspects of
comic culture into their language of expression. Five of these contemporary artists
have developed styles that are very sophisticated and all uniquely owe something to
the impact of comic. The interviews I conducted with them in between February
2000 to June 2000 have provided much of the information that informs my research
in this study.

Yang, Mao-lin ~ born in Changhua, Taiwan, 1953.
One of the pioneers in the modem movement during the 1980s in Taiwanese art, a
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first president and founder of Taipei Painting Group in 1985 (Lin Hsing-Yueh 56),
Yang Mao-lin emerged before the lift of martial law in 1987. Fascinated by
Taiwan's political and cultural phenomenon, Yang raised questions of the nature,
function and feasibility of art in contemporary Taiwan. In 1986, in his Graphic Hero
painting series (illus.34), Yang used the slaughtered Chinese tragic hero as the
metaphor of Taiwan's unsuccessful democracy movement. The series of paintings
show the struggle and conflict of the tragic heroes Kun and Chy-You in their
hopeless battles with a legendary Chinese ruler. The comic-like hero stands for the
people who sacrifice their political freedom to the dictatorship. This series conveys
the artist's anger and sorrow with a deep-seated sense of powerlessness in Taiwan's
political situation. Later, in Yang's next series of 1987, Behaviour of Game Playing
(illus.35, 36), the tragic imagery has disappeared and the simple imagery of a boxing
match is portrayed with heroic feeling. These oil paintings of fighting figures, were
portrayed with symbolically big biceps and thighs, the common iconography of
revolutionary periods for example in the comics and posters of Russian revolution
and Chinese culture revolution. "It was in those years, (1985-1995) when the streets
of Taiwan were filled with the shouts, protests, bricks, billy-clubs and pipes that so
enraged the people, Yang Mao-Lin's paintings also became more violent, and a
series of struggling figures that profoundly move the viewer" (Li 9). Yang shows his
enthusiasm for the democracy movement of Taiwan by utilizing only fiery colours
and simplifying the outlines of the comic-like giant figures. Through emotional and
dramatic gestures, and colourful impact bubbles, the violent protests thus become
carnival-like and celebrate the test of political freedom. Yang is indeed bewitched by
the actions that surround him. "For me, art is a kind of voice, a means of subversion,
and a tool for proving my own existence!" said the artist (46).
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34. Graphic Hero I by Yang, Mao-lin. Oil on canvas
250x250cm. 1986

A m o n g those artists w h o worked with political issues in the late 1980s, Yang's
strategy of using comic images in juxtaposition with other images was very
successful. First of all, as Scott McCloud addressed in his book Understanding
Comic: "Cartooning isn't just a way of drawing, it's a way of seeing" (McCloud 31).
He points out that when audiences look at a photo or realistic drawing of a face,
audiences see it as the face of another. But when audiences enter the world of the
cartoon or comic, they see themselves (illus.37).

In fact, the popular art form of the comic could easily move the perception of Yang's
audiences from a quiet and peaceful museum to the harsh and jarring battleground of
the street in which they live. Secondly, in order to increase the involvement of his
audiences, in the Behaviour of Game Playing series, Yang engages a comic-book
style so that the message can be absorbed easily. Furthermore, in both the Graphic
Hero and Behaviour of Game Playing, the action-to-action transition technique from
the most popular American urban-based comic style (McCloud 74) gives the
majority of Taiwanese audiences a common feeling of their busy modern life style "hurry! hurry! no time to think, no time to dream, just follow the basic instant to
survive", said Yang (Yank 2000).

In his Made in Taiwan series of 1989-98, which appeared in The 1993 Art Export in
Chicago, The 22nd International Biennale of Sao Paulo in 1994 and The 1999 Venice
Biennale, Yang Mao-lin switched the subject matter from a political approach to the
concerns of cultural identity. Although the comic has once again been the major
implement of his art, the comic icons in this series come from a much more popular
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37. W h e n audiences look at a photo or realistic drawing of a face,
audiences see it as the face of another. But when audiences
enter the world of the comic cartoon, they see themselves.
Illustration by Scott McCloud. 1993

consumer culture. The bizarre combination of American comic strip characters and
animation heroes, Japanese Manga characters, and traditional Chinese folk art
patterns together demonstrate the complex sources of Yang's paintings. In his
painting of Superman and Wu-Kong (illus.38), the hero of American popular culture,
and Wu-Kong, a Japanese cartoon monkey image appropriated from Chinese
folklore, are adjacent to the traditional Chinese iconic painting of "fish jumps the
dragon gate" which symbolizes success. Under the "fish jumps the dragon gate", a
full frontal view of a woman's vagina represents the cultural intercourse between
east and west. In another piece, King Kong and Young Beauties (illus.39), a comic
King Kong is holding a giant condom on the top of a skyscraper. While King Kong's
mouth is wide open, several bright orange strokes radiate on the background,
symbolizing its loudness (McCloud 120).

Beside this panel, at the right, two teenage girls from Japanese girls' comics are
whispering. Their intimate gesture suggests a possible homosexual relationship. King
Kong, a Hollywood masculine hero, pitched against two Japanese lesbian comic
characters, violence against romance, loudness against whispering, the irregular
harmony of King Kong and Young Beauties shows a very similar perception to the
spectacle of contemporary Taiwanese society.

"Taiwan is an island whose culture is a mix of local culture influences and those
from abroad. Taiwan's culture is a 'from-everywhere culture', which has
become its own ...Taiwan can not reject or choose any single part of the
influence - Japanese, American, or Chinese ~ to reject. It must accept all of
them, for they are part of its culture," says Yang. (Ian 18)
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38 Superman and Wu-Kong by Yang Mao-lin. Oil and acrylic
on canvas. 194x260cm. 1996

39. King Kong and Young Beautiesby Yang Mao-lin. Oil and
acrylic on canvas. 194x260cm. 1996

The message of Made in Taiwan, the paintings by Yang, is quite simple: Taiwanese
culture epitomizes the intercourse culture of east (China and Japan) and west (United
States), as well as remnants of the so-called "heartland Chinese culture", which has
gradually faded in Taiwan; The meaning behind those comic icons is far more
complex: Japanese blondes stand surrounded by traditional Chinese folk paper cuts,
American King Kong has the Chinese letters of "be patient, be repressed" in the
background, and slogans from bygone authoritarian days, such as "hygiene comes
first" or "improve day by day." These seemingly unrelated jumbled elements, woven
together by Yang's mischievous hand, suddenly become the reflections of a sage, or
the affected "parables" of real Taiwanese society (Hu 48). Yang believes a culture
without a struggling process is a hopeless culture. As he said in an interview in 2000,
through these chaotic messages of words and comic icons, he is indeed
"worshipping" his own unique culture in his art (Yang 2000).

American Pop art strongly affected Yang's series of paintings, especially the Made in
Taiwan series. Like Pop artists such as Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein, he
enjoys art that has the programmed or impersonal quality of commercial art: a
straightforward drawing, simply coloured in. "I love to communicate with people,"
said Yang," The comics icons from popular culture are the best communication tools
for me; they're easy to read, timeless and stylish. Look! The first image of Mickey
Mouse from over thirty years ago is as fresh as yesterday to me." (Yang 2000)

Cultural stereotypes and domesticated woman icons are shown both in Yang Mao-lin
and Roy Lichtenstein's paintings. Instead of American comic style's "popcorn tears
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w o m a n " that Lichtenstein employed in his art, Yang used typical w o m a n characters
from Japanese comics, who always have huge orb-like, glaring eyes with long, full
eyelashes that emanate gentleness and femininity (Schodt 1986:91). Like
Lichtenstein, Yang uses humour in his works as a way of lampooning his culture and
even his art, though he has also revealed his society's innocence and naivete, which
shows that he is admiring as well as critical.

Obviously, Yang Mao-lin has never had any ambitions to create personal visual
symbols; instead he endows his paintings with manipulated popular comic icons and
reconstructs them into his own exclusive compositions. On the other hand, Yang
likes to call himself a social scientist rather then a visual artist (Yang 2000). His
treatment of art is typical of the traditional Chinese intellectual, "words carry the
message," only for Yang, the medium is visual images rather then text.

Lee, Ming-tse - bom 1957 in Kaohsiung, Taiwan

Born into a traditional farming family in suburban Kaohsiung County, Lee Ming-tse
is possibly one of the most influential naive artists in modern Taiwan. Through the
influential gallery New Phase Art Space in Tainan, Lee's paintings were widely
accepted and sought by major collectors throughout Taiwan. Before his art was
chosen to represent Taiwan in the 1997 Venice Biennial International Exhibition,

Lee was a part-time billboard painter, illustrator, dish cleaner, and as his artist friend,
Lee Jun-xian describes, "an unforgettable idealistic, yet vigorous artist" for twenty
years (Lee, Jun-xian Interview). Lee Ming-tse decided to be a professional artist as
soon as he graduated from high school in 1977. Like most artists in the early 1980s,
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as I discuss in Chapter one, the notable round of Taiwan's modern art era, Lee had to
search for n e w images and n e w subjects for his art. With a non-art-academybackground and self-taught, he is inspired by traditional subjects and local comic
strips. Hisfirstaward-winning piece3, Chinese Vogue (illus.40), consists of four large
panels of narrative painting depicting the c o m m o n objects of bridge, creek, shepherd
boy and goose from traditional folk art. The boys chase the geese in the creek, the
mother leads the child towards the bridge, and there are several comic-like figures
dressed in traditional drama costumes, hiding behind the huge tree trunks that
intercept this playful painting.

The unequal size of figures, the graphical landscape with idealistic houses and
bridges, and the ghostly footprints from the shepherd boy that echo the white geese
and migratory birds give Chinese Vogue a strong surreal feeling. The primary colours
of gold, cadmium red, and Chinese ink black, applied on hills, shadows and outlines
offigures,are featured in the hues of Chinese traditional folk art. In Lee Ming-tse's
later series, World of Knight-Errant, 1984-86, he started his signature style of
Taiwanese-comic-like painting.

The heroes from 1960s local comics practice their secret kung fu of Sword Flash,
Curvy Archery, and Aerial Skill. This narrative series has a naive quality that comes
from the artist's childhood comic-reading experience. Distinguishable from most
other Taiwanese artists w h o employ chic comic elements that c o m e from
contemporary youth or "cool" culture, Lee Ming-tse uses only local knight-errant
comic icons that existed exclusively before the 'Comic Compilation and Censorship

3

The Huang Shih Newcomer Award.
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40. Chinese Vogue (detail) by Lee, Ming-tse. Oil on
canvas. 78x9lcm x3. 1983

Guidelines' of 1966 (Lin 121). O n the other hand, Lee's art gives the majority of
Taiwanese audiences a recollection of an innocent past that belonged to their
provincial heritage. Sharp outline with even pigmentation, the World of KnightErrant series shows very little emotion (illus.41, 42). Straightforward placement and
descriptive illustration also provide these artworks with an isolated sense of
alienation. Although Lee's style is basically naive, the content and transition process
of his series paintings are far beyond naive. Like the childhood and circus theme in
Federico Fellini's surreal and romantic movie, Lee uses cheap comic icons, selfcreated stories, and even TV news, to express his fantasy art of easy to "read" yet
surreal perception and social ridicule. He is, as artist and critic said, "an advanced
naive artist" (Wang 1992:137).

Surprisingly, the local Knight-Errant comic strip of the 1950-60s is Lee Ming-tse's
only comic reading experience. Minimizing Japanese and American comics
influences, this old fashioned comic is mostly based on the Chinese ink and brush
technique and the folk tale that demonstrates social justice. Lee said as a comic freak
in the high school years he was deeply moved by the heroic story line and outrageous
fighting theme of these Knight-Errant comics. As soon as he began his artistic
career, he stopped reading comics and began concentrating on his new interest of his
own comic-like painting. He has never presented his art in a juxtaposed pictorial or
comic strip format; rather, his individual paintings with multiple aspects belong to
the Chinese painting tradition. In later paintings, Lee maintains the comic figure and
graphical landscape yet displays more social and environmental concern (Lee
interview 2000). In his 1990 painting of Chernobyl (illus.43), a ten-armed cartoon
figure surrounded by fire and thorn branches represents victims of the deadly nuclear
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41. World of Knight Errant by Lee, Ming-tse shows the secret
kung fu Oil on canvas. 117x93cm. 1984

42. World of Knight Errant -2 by Lee, Ming-tse shows the secret
kung fu of Curvy Archery. Oil on canvas.97x97cm. 1984

43. Chernobyl by Lee, Ming-tse. Oil on canvas 120x97cm
1990

incident. The hands hold a snake, an arrow, a dead infant and a bottle of vodka.
Some of the hands even have an eyeball on them. Although this deformed figure has
a similar look to Buddhism's Front Guan Yin (also known as Great Mercy Guan
Yin) who represents massive kindness, the pale benumbed face reflected from a
mirror has a profound atmosphere of sadness. The artist's sorrow for the destruction
of the environment can also been seen in the other pieces, The knight from Long-Mei
Height of 1991 (illus.44) and Mountain Long-Life of 1992. Both paintings engage
local landscape that has been seriously polluted or destroyed. Since the trees have
been chopped down and industrial smoke is all over Taiwan, the knight has no place
to hide or become a masked thief and looks pathetically unhealthy. Through harmless
dark humour and the comic figure's insensate facial expression that usually suggest
the artist himself, Lee Ming-tse's naive painting thus turn into self-mocking allegory.

In his remarkable series of The Adventure of A Playboy — Taiwan from Head to Tail
(illus.45), 1993-96, Lee bitterly criticizes the corrupt literati that dominate Chinese
bureaucratic culture. He creates an idealistic literati figure, a comic-like playboy who
wears a historic cultivated costume with a Chinese paper fan in his hand,
surrealistically surrounded by both ancient and contemporary environments. The face
of the playboy is pale and nearsighted, with a mouse-like beard, which implies a
crafty nature in traditional Chinese drama. Sitting in the splendid atmosphere of an
over-decorated Chinese garden, with fancy bonsais and a goldfish pond, all he has to
do is daydream. Literati normally hold a very superior position in Chinese society.
"All careers are inferior but the literate" is an old saying that most Taiwanese people
still accept today. Study itself is not seen as to achieve wisdom or technique, but to
improve the opportunity of becoming rich and famous. Instead of fostering special
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44. Mountain Long-Life by Lee Ming-tse. Oil on canvas
145x59cm 1992

45. The Adventure ofA Play Boy - Taiwan from Head to Tail (detail)
by Lee Ming-tse. Oil on canvas. 260x1015cm 1996. •

talents or practices, the old government examination system focuses on the ability of
essay writing on moral theory. The literati concentrate their study on exalted and
idealistic talk; yet have very few social experiences or sympathies (Yen 112).
Obviously, these useless literati of a possible future bureaucracy disappointed Lee
Ming-tse. In The Adventure of A Playboy — Taiwan from Head to Tail, Lee
describes the local literati as a physically weak but lusty playboy who ignores nearby
dangerous reality. Although there is a thief hiding on the roof, people fighting on the
street, and industrial smoke drifting all over the place, the face of the playboy shows
no emotion. In his self-mocking portrait of this series, Literati Lee (illus.46), Lee
painted the large image of a frog on his forehead. The frog icon not only suggests the
bisexual identity of the literati, but is also the symbol of self-disparagement (Lee
Ming-tse Interview). In the old China, there was no scholarly freedom or intellectual
independence in the approach to education and authorities used the public
examination structure to control the bureaucratic literati. These literati even had to
call themselves "lackey" in front of the emperor during the Ching Dynasty (Yen
113). Some unhappy or unsuccessful scholars liked to draw a turtle at the end of their
theses to humiliate themselves as a way of protest. Lee Ming-tse's toad image
displays an identical poignant concept (Lee Ming-tse Interview). Although the figure
with hermaphroditic features of breasts and a moustache in Literati Lee has a similar
look to the characters in Japanese homosexual comics, Lee's intention are very
different. To the artist, the hermaphrodite is a symbol of social disorientation as well
as the possible mutation of human genes caused by a heavily polluted environment
that echoes his early paintings of Chernobyl and Mountain Long-Life.

It is not accurate to simply call Lee Ming-tse's paintings naive art, rather they are
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46. Literati Lee by Lee Ming-tse. Oil on canvas 117x93cm
1996

bricolage. Lee's art responds to the world around him with a non-literate and nontechnical mind. " The process involves a 'science of the concrete' which far from
lacking logic, in fact, carefully and precisely orders, classifies and arranges into
structures the "minutiae" of the physical world in all their profusion by means of a
'logic' which is not our own." (Hawkes 103). Lee Ming-tse takes the subject matter
of his works from his daily environment. The titles refer to actual places such as
Long-Mei Height, Mountain Long Life, and the Front Guan Yin. He recreates a new
world based on his own logic and concerns. Technically, by rejecting European
realistic drawing skills that most Taiwanese artists learn in art academy, Lee uses
only the figurative style of his childhood Knight-Errant comics.

The multiple aspects of the visual structures in every Lee painting imitate traditional
Chinese painting and Knight-Errant comics. Unlike other artists' use of "cool",
popular culture references or concepts Lee Ming-tse perseveres with his painting
style with an exclusively comic experience. He exemplifies, as the common states, a
"Peter Pan who refuses to grow up". Due to his shy and withdrawn personality, the
state of adulthood is full of danger and anxiety for him. In order to keep a safe
distance from common people, psychologically, he builds a callous barricade through
his art. Lee Ming-tse is, in fact a "capsule man" who creates and lives mostly in his
dream world. The ordinary attitude of these capsule men is apathy. They no longer
have to struggle for their social identity. Therefore, instead of attacking mainstream
value like most social outsiders do, they escape from reality into the safe zone of
imagination (Lee Ming-tse Interview). Virtual space, such as comics, television and
the computer are the capsule man's beloved. As Lee Ming-tse states in his resume:
"...1969, deeply involved comic strips and started to exercise drawing skill," he
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chose the fantasy world of the comic, and then used them in his artistic career. By
portraying profound sympathy with a humorous message, Lee's painting can be
likened to a comic of his own.

Lee Ming-zhong - bom 1961 in Taipei, Taiwan

Bom in 1961, Lee Ming-zhong started his artistic career in 1984 before the
completion of the Bachelor of Art degree from Culture University in Taiwan and his
paintings were well received locally and internationally in the late 1980s and 1990s4.
He organized Taipei-based art group named Dumb-bird Art Union in 1982. Like
Yang Mao-lin, he was also a member of Taipei Painting Group in the late 1980s.
When the majority of artists were looking into the issues of cultural identity and
political awareness during the age of the democratic movement, Lee Ming-zhong
was only interested in the joy of life. In an interview on February 22, 2000, "Painting
is fun", "It's like my other pleasures. The main purpose of them is to please myself."
(Lee Ming-zhong interview) Lee Ming-zhong's love of pleasure is evident when
anyone looks around his large studio. It is like an entertainment centre; beside the
painting equipment, television, computer, pinball machine, hi-fi stereo system,
digital music editor, several bookshelves hold hundreds of comic books. Downstairs,
on the ground floor, Lee Ming-zhong owns a traditional breakfast business and with
this he supports his arts creation. Everyday after business, he will stay in the studio
until midnight. Lee Ming-zhong had developed his signature style in the very early
stage of his painting career. These early paintings drew major attention from the

4

Major exhibition: "Dumb-bird Art Union in Taipei" 1983&1985, "Popart in Taiwan", "Taiwan
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local public, not only because of the fresh and powerful images but also because of
the outrageous titles that were unprecedented in Taiwan. In his 1984 A Very Sweaty
Sexual Assault (illus.47), m a n y jetfighterscome from different directions to attack
the surreal landscapes of which the forms suggest flowers and female vaginas. While
thefighterjets might stand for male sperm, each of them carries extensive red or
bright yellow smokes that cut the landscape to pieces. Several birds rendered in
comic style are cruelly staring at several small femalefiguresthat been chased by
beasts. These violent themes have a similar strength to those found in Picasso's
Guernica. A t the same time, this painting has a joyful feeling that is expressed
through theflatpink and violet bubbles and sea creatures that are also incorporated
into the imagery. Vigorous colours of deep yellow and cadmium orange randomly
contrast against cobalt blue and aqua green creating an entirely non-logical surreal
space.

In Lee Ming-zhong's remarkable 1989 huge (210cm x 540cm) oil painting, titled /
Walk, Walk, Walk, and Bang! Bang! Bang!... That Was Fun (illus.48), hundreds of
figures and icons interact and participate in a large number of events in a surreal
carnival-like environment. A cat catches a bird and chops off the head of another. A
blue naked m a n is screaming and running, a large female figure with gold and green
hair has her mouth wide open. Her body has blood pouring from itflowsall over the
middle section of the painting. There are beast's mouths, a genderless screaming
figure with both hands raised, sea creatures, snakes, lizards, monsters, toys, alarm
clocks, and bloodlines that pass through the entire painting, / Walk, Walk, Walk, and
Bang! Bang! Band!... That Was Fun is so complicated that the best way to view it is

and French" Three artists show organized by United Nation in 1994.
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47. A Very Sweet Sexual Assault. B y Lee Ming-zhong. Acrylic on canvas.210x390cm.
1984

48. / Walk, Walk, Walk and Bang! Bang! Bang! That was Fun. By Lee Ming-zhong.
Acrylic on canvas. 210x540cm. 1989

to follow these red bloodlines. The artist says, " It's like the play of the video game,
sometimes slow and sometimes fast. When the game speeds up, play with your eyes.
When the game slows down, play with your heart." (Jian 2)

Obviously, Lee Ming-zhong's lifestyle and his artistic mentality have a lot in
common. The paintings strongly refer to his pleasures such as video games, comic
book, television cartoon, diving and his favourite pet cat. Lee Ming-zhong's painting
style, where information oozes, ebbs and flows with liquid movement, is very similar
to the 1960s western poster artists' designs that reproduced under the influence of
mind affecting drugs (Desmond 29) (illus.49). Through the vivid colours and playful
comic/cartoon characters, all Lee Ming-zhong's paintings have a joyful and energetic
quality, whilst the flowing blood, bullet holes, battleground and explosions suggest
violence. Although it may appear Lee Ming-zhong's paintings have nothing to do
with social and political issues, his linking of joy and battle, in fact represents the
social reality of Taiwan. The characteristics of the Taiwanese people, their energy,
adventurousness, enthusiasm for freedom, and their pragmatism can all be
discovered in Lee Ming-zhong's visual battleground. To the artist, / Walk, Walk,
Walk, and Bang! Bang! Band! ... That Was Fun is a combination of his pinball
machine and Taiwan's reality. (Lee Ming-zhong interview)

If this world is beautiful.
Then i will show h o w beautiful it is ...
If this world is not so beauty ..
Then i willfindout the hidden wonderland.
And if this world is ugly ....
Then i want to rum it to a world of fantasy
Let the ship of dreams have the gas station .
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49. Vicent by Martin Sharp. Photolithograph.
1968

Let the happy souls have the amusement park
A n d enable m e myself to o w n a universe with a silly smile
By Lee Ming-zhong, 1994.

In the 1994 Don't Shoot Me On My Face (illus.50), Lee Ming-zhong again displayed
his real fiction style. Only this time, he addressed his own mentality more directly.

The image of the painting shows him with green hair facing the attack of missiles or
fireworks. His favourite video game is thus turned into reality. In the painting, the
mouth is wild open and the eyeballs appear as large circles. The figure's facial
expression suggests he is in shock, in pain, or angry. One missile has had a direct hit
on the face and the other one is heading for the same target. In this painting, Lee
Ming-zhong virtually placed himself into the sorrowful and heartbreaking world as a
protest against his abject experience. Don't shoot me on my face stands for his
personal situation in the real world, having been himself the victim of verbal assaults
from locals due to his green dyed hair. Because of his life style, Lee Ming-zhong is
basically an "outsider" of Taiwanese society. By spending most of his time on comic
books, video games and paintings, Lee Ming-zhong enjoys the world of virtual
reality more than anything else. To him, these comic books, video games and
paintings are not only the "fun" pleasures. They also represent an attitude that is
against traditional opinion, which perceives the comic as "kid's stuff" or "useless
abjection" (Lee 1999:75). I would thus argue that Lee Ming-zhong's paintings based
on the pleasures he stand for, have become the landmark for Taiwanese
contemporary arts as well as Taiwanese counter-culture.
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50. Don't Shoot Me on My Face by Lee Ming-zhong. Acrylic on canvas.
64x98cm. 1994

Lee Kuen-lin — b o m 1965 in Tainan, Taiwan

Like Lee Ming-zhong, Lee Kuen-lin also graduated from Culture University in
Taiwan. He is a very active artist in southern Taiwan who had over twelve solo
exhibitions in between 1992 to 2001. Japanese erotic comics are the major
inspiration for Lee Kuen-lin's art. His early solo exhibition Ecological Chauvinism
was held in 1992 and displayed the work he made during the two years he spent in
compulsory military service and expressed his strong interest in sexual issues. In the
series, The Brief (illus.51), groups of coloured drawings of symbols of sexual events
were presented in comic strips. Lee Kuen-lin wasn't interested in the visual elements
of drawing such as space and light, he simply created sexual icons and manipulated
them to express his desire for sex. The icon symbols in his paintings and drawings
include arrow to present the penis, the circle to suggest the vagina and ball shaped
images presenting breasts, testicles, or female buttocks. Lee's idea of using icons or
symbols came from Japanese erotic comics (Lee Kuen-lin Interview). In Japanese
erotic comics, the use of symbolism is the most distinctive feature, because the
drawing of genitalia is prohibited by law. Comic artists therefore create imaginative
substitutes by using penis shaped objects to indicate the male sex organs. For the
penis, some of these include the turtlehead, snakehead, baseball bat, Japanese
eggplant, and the rocket. For the vagina shapes such as shells, clams, and orchids are
used (Schodt 1986:135). In Taiwan, the common representation for the penis is bird,
pistol or cannon and abalone is the substitute for the vagina. In The Brief 'series, Lee
Kuen-lin utilized and intensified the symbolic style of the Japanese erotic comic.
Every piece of drawing contains the message of sex. Some of the drawings show
several arrows (suggested penises) on one human figure, portraying artist's extreme
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51. The Brief by Lee, Kuen-lin. Oil-based marker on paper.
34.5x47.5cm 1989

sexual libido at the time. Lee Kuen-lin said of this time in his life, "I was so lonely in
the army. The only thing that made me feel good was to exercise my sexual fantasy
through drawing.... There are so many beautiful women out there, I think I need
them." (Lee Kuen-lin Interview) Since his military service, Lee Kuen-lin has further
developed the subject of sex as the exclusive topic of his art.

In the 1991 painting, Loneliness #1 (illus.52), Lee Kuen-lin presented a hybrid figure
to represent his personal situation in the army. A figure, stylised in comic form, with
a penis shaped body and breast, which are both limp and falling, is standing on one
foot looking very heavy and immobile. In Lee Kuen-lin's Loneliness #1, this big foot
figurative style and the extreme sexuality, which is presented as filthy rather than
pure, is evocative of Robert Crumb's American underground comics.
Subconsciously, Lee Kuen-lin and Robert Crumb possibly carry a common sympathy
with their personal situations and their unsatisfied desire (Sabin 1993:94).

In the 1993 Reproduction series of paintings, Lee Kuen-lin closely examined the idea
of dominance in the Japanese erotic comic. In Japanese erotic comics, informed by a
social belief in the dominance and superiority of the male and the inequality of the
sexes, the male is always represented as the dominant enjoyer of both the pleasure of
looking and the pleasure of action. Sex has the male in the major role of "Looking"
and "Having sex". According to Freud, the pleasure in looking is an aspect of
sexuality (Allison 33). Therefore, men, who play the major role of "looking" or
"Having sex" in erotic comics, are also the dominant consumers of erotic comics. In
order to inspire and stimulate these male readers and to compensate for the ban
against showing both genitalia and showing any touching groin area, the Japanese
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52. Loneliness #1 by Lee, Kuen-lin. Oil on canvas.
65x53cm. 1991

comic artists use the suggestive features of the female in the process of having sex
(illus.53).

Their painful and groaning faces, drooling mouths, sweating bodies, and viscous
fluids become the visual representatives of more explicit sexual images. Lee Kuenlin used these imaginative visual features in his Reproduction series paintings
(illus.54, 55). The human figure has disappeared and the images of sweating and
viscous fluid occupy the entire canvases. This time, Lee Kuen-lin pushed his sexual
imagery to the limit. Without any figurative image and sexual movement present in
his work, the only sexual element left is the female's sweating and viscous fluid.
This symbolizes the joy for men and the pain and anguish for women. Sex is
represented as violence against them, not pleasure for them, his work thus having
many in common with the themes of much Japanese erotic comics.

In the next two series, in the series sculptures Bird Cage (illus.56) and the paintings
of Five Bodies on The Ground, Lee Kuen-lin returned to figurative work. Bird Cage
is group of installation made up fifty similar sculptures. Each uses wire as the main
structure, and is shaped in the form of the penis. Inside the structure, a piece of paper
mache is painted in red, green and blue. The sculptures are displayed in the shape of
the female figure, small legs, and large buttock with almost no upper part of the body
(Lee Kuen-lin Interview). By forming a figure larger than the small sculptures inside,
the female figure is the dominant one represented.

The Bird Cage suggests the artist had a reserved attitude towards his sexual desire at
the time. In Taiwan, the word "bird" can also represent male penis in popular culture.
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53. Japanese erotic comic. Artist unknown.
2000.
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54. Reproduction-1 by Lee, Kuen-lin. Oil on canvas.
90.5x232.5cm. 1993

55. Reproduction-5 by Lee, Kuen-lin. Oil on canvas.
90x217.5cm. 1993

56. Bird Cage by Lee, Kuen-lin. Mix media. 280x196cm.
1999

"Bird cage" is therefore standing for sexual repression. In these sculptured works, the
paper mache part that represents the bird or penis is small. Lee Kuen-lin is presenting
the males as no longer the dominant power, but as sexually repressed and weak.

The Chinese idiom "five bodies on the ground" means "worship" or "surrender". In
Lee Kuen-lin's series of paintings Five Bodies on The Ground (illus.57), he created
images of big and strong comic-like female parts or figures with energetic colours.
He then placed these series of paintings together into six major pieces. The style of
Five Bodies on The Ground shows reference to both Robert Crumb's "big foot"
figurative comic style and Willem de Kooning's "The squash aspect", which was
inspired by the Paleolithic Venus of Willendorf (Foenander 80-81). There is a new
larger than life size in the style of these works where Lee Kuen-lin has made the
figure so big that it almost dominates the entire paint surface. When he further placed
all the paintings together, forming them into one large piece, and thus they easily
connected visually with each other. The significant of Five Bodies on The Ground is
not only its new drawing style, but also its enormous size. Each large piece is made
up of fifty to one hundred twenty small paintings and is three to four meters high and
provides a monumental feeling that suggests worship for the female body. This work
was made once Lee Kuen-lin was married and had one daughter whom he calls
princess. Instead of seeing and representing the female figure as a sexual object for
his own joy, in Five Bodies on The Ground he gave the female figure a powerful and
independent image.

To Lee Kuen-lin, the combination of comic and sex are perfect together. Not only
does the common pathos of American underground comix describe his loneliness,
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57. Five Bodies on the Ground by Lee, Kun-lin. Mix media.
408x290cm. 1999

but also symbolism in Japanese erotic comicfitshis outrageous desire. Comic art
perfectly expresses and depicts the erotic theme of secrecy, violent, and sexual
culture that is low and dirty (Allison 59), in a way that is offensive to Taiwanese
conservative and prejudiced mainstream society. Ironically, Lee's art is extremely
popular in his traditional hometown Tainan5. These abject aspects of comic art please
Lee Kuen-lin and give his works a remarkable reputation as their contents is both
denied to and desired by the public.

Liu Shih-tung - born 1970 in Miaoli, Taiwan
Unlike his close artist friends Yang Mao-lin and Lee Ming-zhong, Liu Shih-tung
likes to work in a number of different mediums. His paintings, indoor/outdoor
installations, performance documentary videos present a new type of creative
mentality, which exclusively belongs to the younger generation of artists in Taiwan.
These artists, after experiencing the results of fruitful economic growth as well as the
successful democratic movement in Taiwan from the 1980s, are now having very
little interest with the issues such as political or cultural identity that were the major
focuses of 1980s' Taiwanese art. Instead, their individual life styles or personal
experiences provide the subject matter for their art.

Liu Shih-tung was an abstract painter when he graduated from National Institute of
The Arts, Taiwan. After the completion of required military service, Liu Shih-tung
worked for the opposition political party as an artistic consultant from 1996 to 1999.
By creating public murals and decorating the marching vehicles for the political
party's street protests,

5

Tainan is the oldest capital city in Taiwan established between 1624-1683 and is regarded as very
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Liu Shih-tung supported himselffinanciallythrough his art and in this environment,
surrounded by those enthusiastic for political progress, Liu Shih-tung's work began
to be driven by issues of social concern.

In his 1997 exhibition Appearances (illus. 58, 59), which first opened in an old
factory warehouse and was later re-exhibited at the) American Cultural Centre in
Taipei, Liu Shih-tung's paintings were no longer the abstracts of his college years,
but werefigurative.This exhibition was the screening of a video recording of Liu
Shih-tung creating a number of graffiti inspired frescos.

Prior to the show, Liu Shih-tung had painted a large number of three to four meter
high large frescos, on the walls of a wasted industrial building, video taping the
process while he painted. These frescos were outlines of parts of the h u m a n body,
heads, arms, shoulders and thighs painted in black and grey acrylic. The atmosphere
of the exhibition Appearances, with its dark, cold and dusty smelling environment
illuminated by the pale light, was evocative for Liu Shih-tung, of the Chiang Kaishek Memorial and its' m a n y markings of politically inspired graffiti. (Liu 2000) In
m o d e m Taiwan, the Chiang Kai-shek Memorial is the most c o m m o n site for public
protest in Taipei. During the 1990s, the protesters often created large amount of
graffiti murals upon the memorial at the end of their protests. These were promptly
painted over by government officials. The memorial is a large building complex in
the style of an ancient Chinese palace and symbolizes the untouchable ruling
authority. This graffiti therefore powerfully expressed important cultural and political
statements for the dissatisfied people of Taiwan. The enormous contrasts between

conservative.
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58. Appearances by Liu, Shih-tung, Acrylic painted
frescos installed in an old industrial building
near Taipei City. 300-400cm high. 1997
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59. Installation Appearances and Liu, Shih-tung,.
Taipei. 1997

this graffiti and the memorial building, the unlawful set against authority, chaos
against manner, western "low" sub-culture against Chinese "high" traditional culture,
deeply inspired Liu Shih-tung's art. The frescos Liu produced and recorded in his
documentary video for Appearances, were for him, very m u c h like experimental
graffiti. B y marking around the warehouse space randomly, his purpose was simply
to bring in a different tongue to "occupy" the original space (Liu 2000). In fact,
creating fresco in a wasted industrial building has a similar mentality to that of
producing graffiti on the public memorial. Both of them are actions thatfitwith
N o r m a n Mailer's opinion on graffiti as quoted by Dick Hebdige6, where as a graffiti
artist you overlay "Your presence on their presence... hanging your alias on their
scene" (Hebdige3).

In Appearances, Liu brought the human figure that represented "life" back to the
"dead" space of the sewing factory that symbolized Taiwan's glorious economical
success in the 70s and 80s. His intention was not only to recall people's m e m o r y to
that era but to also disfigure this space, so representative of the reality of underpaid
and difficult, labour and productivity that came at a cost to the people. Thus
Appearances provide a fresh experience for people to view and review their history
in and through this space.

In his later painting series, The Toy Story of 1998 (illus. 60), Liu Shih-tung
continually worked on the idea of disfigurement of the existent culture. H e combined
the colourful comic icons like the Teddy Bear(U.S), Space Alien(U.S),
Astroboy(Japan), and Doraemon(Japan) - a famous figure of children's manga, into

6

"The Meaning of the Style" (1979).
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60. Series Paintings The Toy Story by Liu, Shih-tung,
Acrylic on canvas. 124x72cm (each). 1998

the a series of paintings. All these icons represent and communicate very contrasting
values to the public, such as good against evil, cute against horror, nai've against
perfection and east against west. Liu eliminated the individuality of these different
iconic characters, equalising them through rendering them all in a similar way, using
only several layers of black pigment roughly painted. Although the viewers could
still recognise the identity of the comic icons in the paintings, the icons' original
quality as a consumer product had now been removed, reducing them to cold,
unemotional black and white symbols

The more abstract an image is, the more identity and concept it can receive from or
be projected onto by the viewer (McCloud 49). Instead of being consumable comic
icons, these semi-abstract comic images now represented a much broader range of
contemporary cultures. Liu Shih-tung, in no longer representing these icons as fancy
cliche, having withdrawn from them the illusions of a happy capitalistic lifestyle,
confronted his viewers with the real culture that surrounded them. Liu Shih-tung thus
produced an intensive stimulant for people to examine their own endless unnecessary
consumption.

Also in 1998, Liu Shih-tung used his favourite childhood robot cartoon icon
Mazinger Z7 in the painting series Artificial Me (illus.61, 62).

He painted tiny robots with very fine brush lines and placed them mostly in the
corner of large blank canvases. Liu once again diminished the powerful and colourful
commercialised image of Mazinger Z, by applying only black colour on the blank
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61. Artificial me II by Liu, Shih-tung,
Acrylic, charcoal on canvas. 140x80cm.
1998

62. Artificial me V by Liu, Shih-tung,
Mix media on canvas. 140x80cm.
1998

canvas. Every one of the Mazinger Z's figures is incomplete and partly covered by
semi-transparent acrylic colour. This changed the image of the super hero into an
injured or phantom-like character. Furthermore, representing the robot repeatedly as
an unusually small figure and placing it in an unimpressive location on the canvas,
expresses Liu's intention of putting down and disfiguring this mighty icon of
Taiwanese popular culture.

In Taiwanese contemporary comic/animation culture, super heroes of are now no
longer unbeatable. They often are tragic heroes who experience fear and desire and
are vulnerable, feeling pain and weakness, flawed like ordinarily human beings (Sha
78). Likewise Liu's art is unconcerned with the super hero of the past.

The first few years of Liu's artistic career were unimpressive, and he transferred the
sorrow and pathos of his own situation into a reconstructed tragic version of the icon
Mazinger Z, where although the hero is portrayed as injured and exhausted from the
battle, he is still standing (Liu Shih-tung Interview). Artificial Me is in fact a selfmocking self-portrait, using the imagery of comic iconography representing his
situation (or self) through the image of Maginzer Z.

During 1999, a major earthquake in central Taiwan caused the death of more than
two thousand lives. This occurred whilst Liu was working on the painting series
Post-Racial L G-l for the group exhibition Abnormal Temple. After being involved
in the recovery activity for the earthquake-afflicted area, he focused his new artistic
work on humanity and issues of social concern.

7

also known as the "Unbeatable Iron Man" in the Taiwanese version's TV animation
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This series was a memorial work for those w h o died. The six huge 5.5 x 2.5 meters
paintings of Post-Racial L G-l show a bizarre combination of both passionate
carnival and sorrowful memory. Liu first reproduced icons like Buddhist Guan Yin
or comic monster in a kitsch manner and placed them at the centre of each painting.
He then surrounded these with a colourful collage of images of icons of comic heroes
and other kitsch objects from Taiwanese popular culture. Finally, the hand written
names of the earthquake victims were randomly placed on the painted surface. The
extremely busy and complex composition of Post-Racial L G-l echoes the overcrowed Taiwanese population and its cultural variety. To Liu, the main characters on
each painting represent the guardian angles of the earthquake victims. He claimed it
is these kitsch and comic like guardian angles, not the "high class" religious icons
that are the best protectors to lead the victims' spirit to heaven. (Liu Shih-tung
Interview) By placing the common icons and the victims' names together, Liu Shihtung hoped that the paintings of Post-Racial L G-l were therefore able to
communicate to the earthquake victims now in the other world afterlife.

In 2001, Liu Shih-tung created a series of painting and photo installation works
named Post-Racial L G-2, for a solo exhibition for Taipei Fine Art Museum. It was
different from the previous Post-Racial L G-l, G2 in that it was not a memorial piece
but a project looking into kitsch culture (illus.63)

Liu collect various figurative icons from comic books, fashion magazines and even
traditional folk arts and placed then together into paintings. Each painting is
surrounded by a strip pattern of golden dragons or golden phoenixes, which are very
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63. Post-Racial LG-2-6 by Liu, Shih-tung,
Mix media on canvas. 175x300cm.
1998

c o m m o n kitsch images found in Taiwanese folk art. The colour and display of these
paintings is very similar in appearance to Taoism temple's religious iconography,
Taoism being the most popular religion in Taiwan. Although the main characters are
again the same guardian angles as in previous paintings, they are no longer there to
show sympathy to those who suffered, but are represented instead to celebrate the
success of the consumer civilization.

The installation component of Post-Racial L G-2 was named Neon Light, Flash,
Flash, Flash (illus. 63a). For this Liu Shih-tung built a large sculpture made of neon
light and placed it amongst other traditional religious sculptures in front of a Taoist
temple and then photographed the confused worshippers who thought this sculpture
was all part of a Taoist ceremony. He then installed and exhibited this series of
photos in the Museum.

Once again, Liu Shih-tung used the same "guardian angle" he made as the major
structure for neon light's placement. Liu's tricky ambition of "creating a god out off
the kitsch" was quite successful. Ironically, many Taoism believers did worship
Liu's sculptural during the event. They simply believed it was a new demigod
appearing among other Taoism. "I was deeply amazed by the power of kitsch." Says
Liu. "In Taiwan, they are irresistible. A single building could combine Greek
colonnades, Baroque style decorations, Modernism style windows and even a
reproduction of Statue of Liberty in front.... Kitsch is a great object to stand for the
entire Taiwanese society and its culture." (Liu Shih-tung Interview) In the recent
days, the large amount of kitsch did really take over the major cultural appearance
from high aesthetic. As Juan Baudrillard addressed in The Revenge of The Crystal:
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63a. Neon light, Flash, Flash, Flash by Liu, Shih-tumg
Mix-media outdoor installation, Taipei. 2001

"Kitsch has a minimal value of distinction, but this minimal value is linked to a
maximum statistical profitability, since kitsch appeals to the whole classes.
This can be contrasted with the maximum distinctive quality of rare
objects, linked to their limited supply. What is in question here is not their
'beauty', but their power of distinction, which is a sociological function" (
Baudrillard 76).

As part of a new generation of Taiwanese artists, Liu Shih-tung expresses his interest
in society and culture in artistic works of great and unique humour, By disfiguring
the cultural stereotype of comic icons in The Toy Story and Artificial Me, and also
ironically 'misplacing' or replacing the exhibition space for Appearances and PostRacial L G-2, Liu's arts bring a playful experience to his viewers.

In the case studies of five contemporary Taiwanese artists, each of these five artists
has utilized aspects of comic culture in a different way. The earlier artists such as
Yang, Mao-lin and Lee, Ming-tse used the recognizable visual icons of the comic to
make their political and cultural statements. Both of them carried a very similar
creative mentality as the early American Pop artists in 1950s - not only copying
commercial sources but also rejecting abstract art (Loggio 338). Since the earlier
Taiwanese Abstract Expression painting of late 1960s "Chinese Art Modernized
Movement" art groups such as Wuyue and Dongfang carried very little visual icons
or messages from their own Taiwan locality (Xiao 79-83). The use of commercial
comic images thus became, for Yang, Mao-lin and Lee, Ming-tse, a main artistic
strategy against "high" abstract art as well as to communicate with more audiences.
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The younger artists Lee, Ming-zhong and Lee, Kuen-lin used the fantasy aesthetic of
comic to express personal experiences because of its fashionable and playful
qualities. Liu Shih-tung also directly used comic icons in his work desiring to create
irony and to playfully challenge both the religious and the exhibition space.

All these artists share two common goals. Firstly, they were searching for the popular
visual language that represents their cultural identity. Not does only the Taiwanese
comic have a significant history of degradation, which echoes the Taiwan's past, but
its popularity and commercial success also reflect the pride of the most Taiwanese
people - "Economical Miracle". As art critic Gao, Qian-hui addressed in her article
"Dragons in Venice":
"Although the issue of Taiwan's 'National Identity' is a taboo among
international stages, Taiwan's 'Economical Power' is internationally
recognized. Instead of ' Taiwan in Venice', maybe 'Made in Taiwan in
Venice' is the better term to stand for the existence of Taiwan" (Gao 298).

The second goal of these artists is to show the sympathy to minority groups or
demarginalised subject. In order to attack the mainstream value or to create a new
order (or disorder) inside the decayed society, the abject nature of Taiwanese comic
thus becomes their excellent device for the art creation.

These five case studies artists manifest a unique artistic direction ~ comic - an
exploration of abject culture, which is motivated by a common love of their heritage
and culture. They are both contemporary and dynamic, and point to the direction and
future of Taiwanese art. This is evidenced by the recognition and support given by
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the vibrant contemporary art scene in Taiwan, which has its origins in popular and
commercial culture

Chapter 5. I FEEL LIKE CHINESE TODAY

This chapter examines the paintings, installation and animation of the exhibition "I
Feel Like Chinese Today", held at the Faculty of Creative Arts Gallery, University of
Wollongong, in July 2002.1 will place these works in the context of the ideas about
comic art in Taiwan, in particular in relationship to the notion of abjection.

What my historical and cultural investigation has engendered in me is a concept of
my culture, of Taiwanese culture, as essentially that which could be named a
"Culture of Abjection". Although I love the Taiwanese complex aesthetic derived
from overlapping cultures of Indigenous people, Han Chinese, as well as Japanese
and American influences it is not that hybrid aesthetic which I have adopted. As I
discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 4, this form of contemporary art, seen in the
architecture of karaoke bar, and the paintings of the young artists, is an important
strand in contemporary Taiwan that inspires me. What inspires me is the Taiwanese
people's attitude to life and particular character that identifies with complex
dynamics of demoralisation, marginalisation, oppression, resistance and the resulting
"Culture of Abjection". It is predominantly this culture that has become the driving
ideology of my art. It gives me a way to experience and understand myself and
provides me with most of my subject matter.

The title, "I feel like Chinese Today", speaks of my arts involvement with Chinese
culture and how I have developed my own understanding of Taiwanese culture. This
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title speaks of Chinese food, Chinese cultural purity and m y rejection of that purity.
Most importantly, I acknowledge that within the influence of the current dominating
Chinese culture, which includes the influence of mainland Chinese food, the
Taiwanese people can also choose Japanese, Italian, French, Thai food and
McDonalds takeaway in their everyday life. This energetic culture that absorbs
influences and images makes me feel alive.

Childhood influences
As a little child I was constantly focused on and interested in the people that
surrounded me, I was more interested in watching people's faces than participating in
common childhood activities. As a young adolescent I found myself asking, why are
people feeling and expressing emotions such happiness or anger? Why are people
around me behaving kindly or cruelly? Why are people helping each other or abusing
each other? Why do people pretend they are stronger than they really are and how
should I choose to be? As a young man I also read philosophy and pop psychology,
however, it was the process of observing and knowing people and myself that has
eventually led me to a way of seeing and understanding that motivates my work as an
artist.

Even in the face of humankind's great technological advancements, I see human
beings as living creatures with basic desires, instincts and life patterns. To help me in
my understanding of how specific, geographical and political stresses affect my
people, in my late twenties I began to read and discuss biological studies and
perspectives.
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Dr D u , Ming-zhong Professor of Biology at Taiwan Normal University, discussed an
important experiment with mice and group dynamics with me when I interviewed
him in 1999.
"If we put a pair of mice in one small cage, then offer them very little food
and water, they will survive and possibly procreate. If, however, we put
one hundred mice in the same cage, and provide them with surplus
quantities of food and water, the dynamic that results is completely
different. With the shortage of living space, mice were more likely to kill
each other, become sterilized, suicidal or even homosexual." (Du 1999)

Professor Du regards these behaviours as simple biological population control for the
survival of the entire species and where every creature has a particular way to handle
group danger, so does humankind and so does my people. Understanding the
implications of this experiment lead me to admire my own people's response to the
stresses they have been subjected to.

The living condition of the Taiwanese people is similar to those present in this over
crowded cage of mice. For the majority of Taiwanese, there is a stressful life with
political uncertainty, yet surprisingly, there is tremendous fruitful economic growth
and a democratic sophistication. This proves that the people of Taiwan have found
their own way to survive and succeed in the midst of great difficulty. I believe they
have done this by developing their own rich and complex culture full of amazing
flexibility and creativity and they hold onto it, with a great passion for life.

My experiences and experiments in abjection
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M y interest in "abjection" not only helped m e form m y ideology, it has also been
something I have pursued experientially, through both my body and my environment.
Through these experiences, I came to love and understand myself as a common yet
totally valuable creature full of desire and a passion for life.

I began my experiences and experiments in abjection in the early 1990s. Whilst
studying in America, whenever I had finished an important exam or paper, I would
put myself into exile from order. I would do this by getting into my four-wheel drive
vehicle and removing from around me, any system of control. This would include:
abandoning the use of maps, turning off the LCD display from the dashboard so that
I could disregard speed restrictions, removing my watch to free myself from the
constrains of time and sometimes driving with dark glasses during the night to filter
visual reality, I went on directionless, reckless and lawless journeys that lasted hours
and hours. Wherever my journey ended, that became my destination and I rested
there.

By expelling myself from order and refusing to drive under the constraints of the
law, I refuse the ideals of the 'father' and became abject. In order to see the self
"objectively", I had to take off the "glass" that Albert K. Cohen addresses in his A
General Theory of Subcultures:

" 'The facts' never simply stare us in the face. We see them always through
a glass, and the glass consists of the interests, preconceptions,
stereotypes and values we bring to the situation. This glass is our
frame of reference." (Cohen 45)
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M y original intention for these journeys was to get away from m y duty as a student
after exhausting studies. They turned "I" into "abjection". There I felt exhilarated to
be 'nobody' and to exercise my free will outside the order of society. As Kristeva's
words "...I expel myself, I spit myself out, I abject myself within the same motion
through which T claim to establish myself." (Kristeva 3)

My second major experiment wasn't as pleasurable as the first. I lived in isolation
when I studied in Australia during the years 1999 to 2001. I bush walked to gain
health and to compensate for the lack of companionship and loneliness I felt, but this
solitary activity also left me feeling empty. I would then return home to drink, trying
to fill myself up, dampening my libido, until I became sick and would vomit. This
discomfort brought me back in touch with myself and brought peace and the absence
of desire. My drinking experiences echo Julia Kristeva's discussion of food loathing:

"Food loathing is perhaps the most elementary and most archaic form of
abjection. When the eyes see or the lips touch that skin on the surface of
milk—harmless, thin as a sheet of cigarette paper, pitiful as a nail
paring—I experience a gagging sensation and, still farther down, spasms in
the stomach, the belly; and all the organs shrivel up the body, provoke tears
and bile, increase heartbeat, cause forehead and hands to perspire. Along
with sight-clouding dizziness, nausea makes me balk at the milk cream,
separates me from the mother and father who proffer it. "I" want none of
that element, sign of their desire; "I" do not want to listen, "I" do not
assimilate it, "I" expel it (Kristeva 3).
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W h e n I was drunk, m y body extricates itself. I a m in a state of complete "abjection",
"neither subject nor object", experiencing myself as a most basic living creature. The
only thing I am aware of after these experiences is the fear of death.

This fear, also reminds me of my humanity. "Fear is the direct perception of the
contemporary condition of possibility of being-human" (Massumi 12). This abject
circle, repeated a number of times, brought precious self-understanding and
ideological conviction that would never have come if I had followed order and selfcontrol. Now, abject behaviour and experience is no longer frightening to me but is
in fact valuable. It contains the chaotic, intense and dynamic energy that can be
found in the Culture of Abjection, the culture of my people.

My belief is that many forms of art, both high and low can keep us in touch with our
humanity in what I view as an increasingly systemized and desensitised world. Art
can challenge us to individually analyse the almost limitless quantity of information
delivered to us through the consumer culture and the so-called Global Village with
its potential reductivism. Art can express and also nurture multiplicity and promote
valuable individualism. I suspect that the most remarkable people in this world don't
appear on movie screens or in sports events; they are the ordinary people who have
happened to experience something extraordinary, and survived. My art is about
modem Taiwanese, survivors.

As an artist I needed to find a way of working which was meaningful to me, a way to
awaken in others a greater awareness of their valuable and unique humanity. I want
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to do this in a non-oppressive w a y so that the viewers do not loose themselves by
becoming too subjective, relinquishing their own identity in a state of over
identification. Therefore I want my work to have a quality that is not overwhelming
for the viewer and I have discovered that the comic aesthetic best suits these
purposes.

I have found comic is the best style or tool to communicate with my audience and
my painting has played with comic/animation features since 1993.

I came to this position because firstly, the comic is an essential vocabulary of the
Taiwanese and one force that drives my work is the desire to speak in this
vocabulary, using comic terms, in my art. Taiwanese people have similar
characteristics to the heroes of comic and animation, a character that is brave,
violent, passionate, and most importantly, resilient. The graphic comic has endured
throughout the years and through waves of alternative popular entertainment fads
such as video games, electronic pets and exotic foods. In the same way, the
Taiwanese have held onto their unique character throughout their history of cultural
domination by outsiders.

Secondly I use a comic aesthetic because I can deal with highly charged, abject,
subject matter, such as bodily organs, orifices and bodily functions, without
overwhelming the audience into a loss of their subjectivity. Roy Lichtenstein, bom
1923 and grew up in Manhattan, discussed the comic aesthetic and his search for
emotionally strong subject matter in the interview for 1967 Artforum magazine:
"I wanted the subject matter to be opposite to the removed and deliberate
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painting techniques. Cartooning itself usually consists of very highly
charged subject matter carried out in standard, obvious and removed
techniques" (Madoff 200).

Comic is part of low culture in Taiwan, so when my comic style work is placed in
the exhibition space, the result is irony and shock and humour, and this makes people
think. I want my art to be a playful yet serious game.

Thirdly, comic is an effective communication tool for contemporary society. When
Geothe saw Rodolphe Toppfer's 1815-1834 picture novels, he predicted that: "...one
of the few things that might work to unify modem culture was the comic strip."
(Varneddel53). Comic's special ability as a pictorial language can communicate
with almost anyone, including the illiterate.

And finally, comic belongs within a Taiwanese Culture of Abjection because it has a
history of being devalued and seen as a degraded medium. This places it and its
aesthetics and sensibilities as those that are ideal to use in my art to talk about the
Taiwanese and their concerns.

My art is an attempt to delve into the character of the Taiwanese and to show their
desire and passion for life, a passion that embraces humour and play and
performance in a way that reminds me of the comic character. It is this passion,
resilience and the ability to remain true to themselves even under the influence of a
history of being dominated by other cultures that I love. It is this passion that
energizes my drawings, paintings, sculptures, video and installations. It is the desire
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to embrace, that which has been rejected, that which is unclean that inspires m e . M y
interest lies with all that is abject and ambiguous, with that which is chaotic and
taboo, with all that is regarded as waste or low grade. I identify with that which is
low and dirt that which is local, that which is mine. As Mary Douglas, the English
contemporary philosopher writing in her book, Purity and Danger, describes:

Dirt is the by-product of a systematic ordering and classification of
matter, in so far as ordering involves rejecting inappropriate elements.
This idea of dirt takes us straight into the field of symbolism and
promises a link-up with more obviously symbolic systems of purity.
.. .We should now force ourselves to focus on dirt. Defined in this way it
appears as a residual category, rejected form our normal scheme of
classifications. (Douglas 35-36)

It is there down under the oppression, under the dominant censoring power that the
energy for change builds. It is there in the midst of the passion of anguish and black
humour that I reject the control and domination of both my people and myself and I
feel most authentically alive. My life experience has been a battle between order and
chaos, purity and uncleanness with my early years lived under parental and societal
control, and my adult hood and my art practice driven by a love of social abjection.
My childhood was very structured and disciplined, television cartoon and comic was
not allowed and was in fact punished, this oppression of my childhood entertainment,
created in me a desire and pleasure in subversive and secret entertainment and
activity. As a child I found ways to pursue that which I enjoy out of sight from my
parents. Today it is still that which is out of sight, that which is underground that
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64. Untitledby Chin-Ming Lee. Acrylic on canvas
175xl08cmx2, 185xl27cmxl. 1999

65. The Portrait ofRenby Chin-Ming Lee. Acrylic on canvas
152x94cmx2, 127x94x1. 1999

66. Comic strips Ren and Stimpy Show. Edited by Mike Lackey.
December 1992
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67. Comic strips /ten ararf 5rimpj Sfiow. Edited by Mike Lackey.
August 1994

draws m e . I have created m y o w n visual vocabulary to express this and I will
describe how I developed this vocabulary of abjection in relation to my work.

Previous Art Works and the Beginning of Comic Involvement

Previously, during the period of 1993-1998,1 worked in acrylic on large canvases in
the style of abstraction (illus.64, 65), and comic aesthetic, emphasising its flatness,
its plastic bright colours and clear and curvaceous lines. I found an interest in the
American comic, Ren and Stimpy (66, 67), copyright Marvel Entertainment Group,
Inc., a comic strip that revolves around the outrageous and ridiculous episodes of two
unlikely best-buddies, a cat, Stimpy, and dog, Ren. There are three areas in which
this comic strip touches the issues I was working on in my paintings. First, this
cartoon series is not of the superhero type. The two animals have quite ordinary low
lives; they simply live life, they are not out to save the world. In Taiwan, people very
much live together but they have different goals they are involved with; it is a
survival- battleground. I see people try to keep very interesting degrees of balance
but we all survive to find beauty out of the balance. The cat, Stimpy, who is simply a
house-pet wishes to be a real cat, a wild cat. For example, in one strip Stimpy is told,
"Ya gotta act more cat-like. Start walkin on all fours! Drink milk out of a bowl! Sit
on a fence and howl at the moon! Take pride in your heritage!" He consistently does
not fail to become a real cat though, nor does Ren look or act like a real dog. The
story is funny but remind me in order to be oneself, one has to know one's true
colour and live with it.

Turning back to Ren and Stimpy, their characters are unusually formless in that they
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do not look specific, like a typical cat or dog - in fact, their image as an animal is
hard to determine. One of their famous ridiculous acts is to show how elastic they
are. In one strip, Rim pulls out each of his organs, such as his tongue and intestines,
from his inside, out, and nails them to a wall in turn; then Stimpy blew his brains out
through his nose, to see how long they were, and his brain ended up being quite
small! These acts are humorous and enjoyable to me by their outrageousness and
self-abasement.

Secondly, these two personified animal friends never follow orders; this makes them
feel familiar to me. They love to create trouble and are naively nervous with overthe-top plans to remedy the situations they find themselves in, which inevitably fail.
They are pathetic and abject in their activities. Their stupidness and their violence are
very energetic in its ridiculousness. At the same time their energy never runs out;
they are fun and they never die.

I like to think that I also have such endless energy (even if it is not humanly
possible). In Taiwan, it was the way I lived in that society ~ walking the streets in
the daytime and then going home to record the images of the energetic colourful
street life in the paint. I wish to create vigorous feelings which impact, show desire
and the frustration of life in Taiwan. Yet, I would create these scenes without
narrative. For example, in my 1996 painting, The Portrait of Ren, I would fit three
canvases together, slightly off-centre and in non-linear arrangements. I simplified the
visual-text sequences of comics into only sweeping gestures of the violence or
passion. I painted the energy of the curves all the way to the outside edges of the
canvas in an endless array of possibilities. If one removes the narrative from which
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an entire comic strip is developed, then the artist only need capture gesture lines,
colour, and movement, as well as utilize the non-sequential arrangement of the
canvases. Only three frames were, thus, needed to create a whole picture-image and
visual language. It was when many artists in Taiwan were looking for the identity for
Taiwanese culture. Oklahoma, the big mid-westem expanse of the USA where I was
living, was so boring - it forced me to explore my cultural identity needs and what I
was trying to get away from. The main reason I chose reading Ren and Stimpy comic
is because of its story of struggle as a stand-in for the Taiwanese mentality, as well as
its cultural flexibility and humour. The cat and dog are best friends, yet the cat wants
to assume his real identity, but he can't because he has to stay with his best friend
who is a dog. The fact that Stimpy can't really live as a cat is something I relate to
when I am in a culture that is not my own. Although humorous, there is a poignancy
that has a pathos and I like to produce work out of this juncture that I come up
against as a Taiwanese living in outside of myself, like a creature who likes to laugh
at myself and twist myself around, making fun of the baser aspects of human nature
in order to make artistic statements.

Watercolour and Sketches - The vocabulary

My watercolour brush technique has developed out of my exploration of notions
such as the "automatism"8 of 1950s New York School and the command of ink,
brush and water from the techniques of Chinese traditional ink painting.

When I began working in watercolour in 1999 with its specific constraints - where

8

Automatism is the ideal device for artists concerned with radical individualism. Abstract artists
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once a mark is made, it cannot be reworked, I was making works of small format.
Sometimes these works consisted of only one line to express m y psychological state.
Sometimes several repeated marks evoked m y experiences, personal situation or
desires. Over time I recognized that I had developed a personal visual vocabulary
that I perceive is strongly influenced by m y reading of comics and carry the notions
of Abjection. This vocabulary, consisting of the following five images, became the
fundamental elements of m y work and is present in m y installation work I Feel Like
Chinese Today.

These five images, Downtrodden/Puke, Failure, Expulsion, Organ and Blackwash
will be discussed individually below:

Downtrodden/Puke (illus.68, 69)
Downtrodden/Puke expresses an emotional state of degradation and frustration that
then finally comes to rest. The shape represents something going downward;
sometimes this shape explicitly represents vomit. It is evocative of both Kristeva and
Sartre's concept of the Abject, which Satre calls visqueux (slimy):
" A condition of matter that is neither liquid nor solid, but somehow midway
between the two. A slow drag against the fluidity of liquid

it clings stickily

to thefingers,sucking at them, compromising them" (Bois 238).

FAILURE (illus. 70,71)
'Failure' moves upward in direction but is knocked back d o w n and represents the
disappointments of life and the forced changes of direction that the 'system' imposes

brought unconscious material or thought to modify imagery (King 35).
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68. Downtrodden/Puke" from I feel like Chinese Today.
Installation. B y Chin-Ming Lee. Watercolour on paper
41x27.5cm. 2000

69. Comic strips images of Kotaro Makaritoru show
"Downtrodden/Puke. B y Tatsuya Hiruta.

70 "Failure" from Ifeel like Chinese Today.
Installation. B y Chin-Ming Lee. Watercolour on paper
41x27.5cm. 2000

71. Stimpy's tongue shows "Failure". Ren and Stimpy Show.
1992.

on those under its influence. The frequently repeated penis/worm/mong-bean like
form with the bowed head speaks of growing or rising up but being forced to remain
humble or subservient in attitude.

EXPULSION (illus. 72, 73)
'Expulsion' expresses the energy of anger and new life. It is like a volcano, blood
erupting from a wound. It also speaks of the body releasing waste product, vomit and
feces. I have tried to depict this in a visually pleasing way, not willing to repulse the
viewer or overwhelm them with ugliness.

ORGAN (illus. 74)
'Organ' could be intestine or sexual organ. It's about food and reproduction and the
basic functions of living.
BLACKWASH (illus. 75)
'Blackwash' is failure, the covering or blotting out of a mistake and also represents
the deceptions of politics, the 'humbug' and the general confusion people experience.
It also illustrates the confusion of people in the state of abjection, where they are
neither subject nor object. It is also like the scribble of an angry child. Taiwan has an
overcrowded population, with 617 people living in one square kilometre. In the some
cities near the coast such as Taipei and Kaohsiung, there are over 9,700 people live
in one square kilometre. Between this overcrowding and pollution, the homogeneous
society competes heavily for the limited positions and finances available to general
middle class society. Within this atmosphere, the passion of the Taiwanese survival
spirit remains evident. The Taiwanese population, having been heavily influenced by
American policy and media, is also continuously nervous about the threat of takeover
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72. "Expulsion" from Ifeel like Chinese Today.
Installation. B y Chin-Ming Lee. Watercolour on paper
41x27.5cm. 2000

73. Japanese comic The Silent Service
by Kaiji Kawaguchi shows the image of
"Expulsion" 1994

74. "Organ" from Ifeel like Chinese Today.
Installation. B y Chin-Ming Lee. Watercolour on paper
41x27.5cm. 2000

75. "Black wash" from the installation / Feel
Like Chinese Today by Chin-Ming Lee.
Watercolour on paper. 41x27.5cm. 2000

from China. O n e could consider this larger and constant psychological threat from
the 'motherland' to engender a feeling in the Taiwanese people of that of the angry
and passive child in the face of this enigma.

In the creation of this artistic vocabulary, I have utilized some of the mannerisms of
Chinese ink painting. The 'broken brush dot' is caused by applying a dry brush with
little ink onto the paper and suggests surface texture and shadow and is present in my
work (illus. 76). The brush technique of 'winkle manner' represents the threedimensional structure of trees and landscapes and has been employed in my
watercolour and drawings (illus. 77, 78). In Chinese landscape painting, according to
Chinese painting specialist FEI Cheng-Wu: "Unity and variety, harmony and contrast
are not only in form and colour but in the brush-work also... Lines are to give a form
to the rock, and they should give it life as well, as a thing of stillness can be very
easily interpreted as dead. But rock and mountain must live in picture. So the lines
should be done vividly with a rhythmic movement, as a whole." (FEI Cheng-Wu 2829) Consequently, in order to create a quality of 'life' in my watercolours and
drawings, I draw the lines freely and energetically.

THEMES IN MY WATERCOLOUR

The themes I address in my work include: "emotion", "dynamic movement", "travel"
and "expulsion".

In my watercolours and sketches, all "emotions" are depicted and celebrated, both
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76. "Expulsion" from I Feel Like Chinese Today
installation by Chin-Ming Lee shows Chinese
mannerism of "Broken brush dots" 2000
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77. Chinese landscape painting by Tung Ch'I-Ch'ang
(1555-1636) shows 'Winkle Manner'.
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78. In the Dump the Rice Wine in the River and then Shoot the
Fish series paintings, Chinese painting's "Winkle Manner"
W a s applied. 56x76cm. Oil sticks on paper. 2001

those, which are pleasant, and those that are unpleasant. I want to show that joy and
vitality are still possible in the face of failure, anger is part of our life force and
confusion caused by all that is unpredictable, can be pleasurable and playful. The
pleasurable feelings of desire and the painful feelings of rejection are equally
important.

"Dynamic movement" is about transition. Where that which is contained inside the
hard object escapes and grows, becoming more important than its original container.
In this dynamic movement, identity and importance changes and attention is drawn
toward that which results, rather than that which was original. Taiwanese culture has
in many ways come out of China, yet through change, has become its own distinctive
and exciting culture.

"Travel" is also about movement but is more specifically about going into different
environments and being changed by them. It is about impermanence and the
travelling nature of Taiwanese people (Yen 174) and also includes reference to my
own travels.

The themes of "expulsion" include both the expulsion from the body of waste
material and also the expulsion of the oppressive culture and authority that has been
internalised within the Taiwanese and myself.

In my 1999-2000 series of watercolours, No Good is Not Bad, I added other four
icons to my visual vocabulary with which I paint. One of these, 'Teardrop' is a
teardrop shape with matter flowing from its top, and represents emotion, both
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pleasant and unpleasant. It also represents movement, but more than movement, in
fact travel, travelling to somewhere where change occurs (illus.79).

Another watercolour 'Ship in the Shit', is that of a ship with large smoke that that
also represents excrement, billowing out above it, trapped in still water and possibly
sinking. This is how I communicate feelings of uncertainty (illus.80).

Frequently I use the 'Container' icon, an image of things flowing out of containers,
these are worms or organs and this icon represents pollution, disorder and things
being out of control (illus.81).

The icon 'Jellyfish' speaks of movement, fluidity, flexibility and pleasure and I paint
it in beautiful colours to represent joy (Illus. 82).

Dump the Rice Wine In the River and Then Shoot The Fish

The visual vocabulary I developed and have described here, I have taken into my oilstick works, which have more narrative character. Two stories are illustrated in my
oil stick work, Intestines is about Taiwanese history and the other, "Dump the Rice
Wine into and then Shoot the Fish" is personal, from my childhood. Both stories
raise issues of abjection, control and purity.

Dump the Rice Wine In the River and Then Shoot The Fish is a discussion of my
relationship to issues of order and control (illus.83, 84, 85, 86). As an eight-year-old
boy I owned a fish tank full offish that I had caught from the river. These fish I
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79. 'Tear drop" from No good is not bad series.
Water colour on paper 41x27.5cm. 2001

80. "Ship in the shit" from No good is not bad series.
Water colour on paper 41x27.5cm. 2001

81. "Container" from No good is not bad series.
Water colour on paper 41x27.5cm. 2001

82. "Jelly fish" from No good is not bad series.
Water colour on paper 41x27.5cm. 2001

83. Dump the Rice Wine in the River and then Shoot the Fish-2
Oil stick on paper. 56x76cm. 2000

84. Dump the Rice Wine in the River and then Shoot the Fish-4
Oil stick on paper. 56x76cm. 2001

85. Dump the Rice Wine in the River and then Shoot the Fish-5
Oil stick on paper. 56x76cm. 2001

86. Dump the Rice Wine in the River and then Shoot the Fish-8
Oil stick on paper. 56x76cm. 2002

played with, trying to train them as society had attempted to train and control m e . I
would stand, running my hand through the water in order to catch them. Those that
swum too fast, which remained outside my control frustrated me and made me angry.
To triumph over them, when I finally caught these speedy ones I put them in the
freezer to chill and disable them. Thus when they were returned to the water they
were slow and under my control. Some of them died and their innards exploded out
of their frozen skins, causing a tremendous impact on me. In my work, innards are a
motif that is often repeated and hold many different meanings but in these oil stick
drawings, they represent the fish that were my victims.

The drawing style of Dump the Rice Wine In the River and Then Shoot The Fish was
influenced by American artist Philip Guston's works. After Guston gave up his
abstract style of painting in 1966 (Loggio 221)(illus. 87, 88), he began to draw and
paint a representative catalogue of mundane objects: old shoes, rusted nails, mended
rags, brick walls, cigarette butts, empty wine bottles, and faces with day-old stubble.
Although inspired by the works of popular underground comic artist Robert Crumb,
Guston extended the aesthetic initiated by Crumb into the wider context of fine art,
not only through the manipulation of the medium of paint, but also through the
content and meaning instilled into one painting rather than a sequence of images that
Crumb employed. Adam Gopnik, writing the comic section in High and Low:
Modern Art and Popular Culture for example, points out that "Guston's thoughts and
problems and obsessions always remained rooted in the feelings that created New
York abstraction. Guston remained loyal to the primary attitudes and beliefs that
produced Abstract Expressionism" (Gopnik 226).
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87. Head and Bottle by Philip Guston
Oil on canvas. 166.4x174cm. 1975

88. Painting, Smoking ,Eating by Philip Guston
Oil on canvas. 196.5x262.9cm. 1973

In the series of painting Dump

the Rice Wine In the River and Then Shoot The Fish

the painting style is linked to abstract expressionism because of the process I engage
in and my previous experiences in painting. For example, when I am working on a
painting I am considering the whole composition including the different colour
relationships as well as transmitting emotion and feeling through the manipulation of
the medium. In this case, the use of oil sticks enable me to inject a linear quality that
is rough and flexible in a very direct way. Furthermore, I mix the colours directly on
the surface and any modification of colour can be corrected immediately encouraging
more freedom from the fear of making mistakes. This liberation from conforming to
established styles and protocols that have been instilled in me by my previous art
education and practice thus encourages an acceptance of mistakes. In this way I bring
an attitude of "abjection" to the process. Adding to this state of abjection is the
position I adopt within the process of making the painting. I produce the painting on
the floor therefore my body is in a very low position and I become "in" the painting
both physically and emotionally.

In both Philip Guston and Robert Crumb's works, the "big foot" (illus.89) style show
the artists' concern for humanity. Gopnik describes: " In Crumb's hand, the big foot
and upturned sole become symbols of the reconciliation of the protest culture with
the vernacular of American working-class life ... For Guston, it's a symbol at once
of protest and of exhausted surrender. Choosing the most awkward, unbeautiful of
images, Guston insisted that this was a base level of truth - that real souls could only
be found in foot soles, and that shoe leather offered an uncompromising, glamorless
image of lived experience" (Gopnik 411). What is noticeable in the Crumb
illustration is the fear of transgressing conventional 'order', in this case the unruly
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89. Underground comic, White man meets big foot
by Robert Crumb. 1971

feminine. T o m e the images of Intestines 2000-2002 stand for the people w h o suffer
from oppression, degradation and resistance, and the people who experience "culture
of abjection".

Intestines 2000-2002 (Drawings)
Three hundred years ago in China, Zheng Cheng-gong, the establisher of Taiwan's
modern civilization, took the body of his mother, cut her open, pulled out her
intestines and cleaned them (Yen 36). She had just hung herself in shame after being
raped by Manchurian soldiers and before her burial; Zheng Cheng-gong wished to
re-establish her purity now polluted. Zheng later retreated to Taiwan where his father
came from and carried within him the dream of establishing there a new China where
the order and purity taught by Confucius and followed by the Chinese, would create
a controlled and calm society.

Zheng Cheng-gong's treatment of his mother's body I perceive as violence and
desecration. Where tenderness and dignity should have existed, instead there was
further violation. This was the result of traditional Chinese beliefs of purity that I
find repulsive, when Life is "cleaned up" and dirt is rejected in the name of purity,
something in fact more evil and damaging results, (Douglas 137) something precious
is lost, the recognition of abjection, uncleanness and the chaotic, and it is this that is
lost, which I seek to reveal in my oilstick works Intestines 2000-2002.

In the Intestines 2000-2002 series (illus, 90, 91), I retain the style and working
method used in Dump the Rice Wine In the River and Then Shoot The Fish, but rather
than a narrative, the painting consists of a singular object. By treating the intestine as
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90. Intestines 2000-2002 series-4
by Chin-Ming Lee. Oil stick on
canvas. 100x70cmx4. 2002

91. Intestine 2000-2001 series-5
by Chin-Ming Lee, Oil stick on
canvas. 100x70cmx2. 2002

a symbol of abject culture I a m raising it to a symbol of dignity. A s mentioned in the
Introduction, abject culture can be simultaneously confident and joyful. There is
nothing intrinsically 'abject' about the intestine, it a vital and necessary organ that
functions 'beautifully'. Instead, it is the repression of its function and its association
with the product of its function that is the problem. The story described above
demonstrates that the violence in the name of purity can degrade the humanity of the
individual. In my painting Intestines I seek to reverse the perceived low abject
quality of intestine by giving it the status of an individual. By elevating the organ to a
subject that is worthy of contemplation in a gallery environment, rather than being
one that is normally perceived as low, degraded and impure, dignity is achieved. This
can be linked to Guston's portrayal of the upturned sole and the cobbled shoe in
Mesa, 1976 which according to Gopnik "becme a symbol at once of protest and of
exhausted surrender" (411). The organ is a basic living form so the intestine becomes
a figure that has individual life with vivid colour and a passion for survival.

Intestines 2000-2002 (Floor Installation)

On the floor is an installation of the same title, created from old painted used trousers
made into intestinal-shaped forms of which I filled with cement or expanding foam.
The structures of the old clothes represent a system of decaying moral development
and traditional Taiwanese society. The fluid quality of the hardened cement inside
the pant legs, and visible extrusion of the unpainted expanding foam represent
aspects of my society, which I wish to unmask (illus.92). The resulting forms are
manipulated and distorted to reflect the influence of the abject nature of many
Taiwanese suppressed within the controlling force of the establishment or high
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92.The working process of Intestines 2000-2002
(Floor installation) - Cement inside the pant legs.
Photo by Chin-Ming Lee. 2002

society. M y artistic process included the cement and foam leaking out of the clothes
in all directions during the formation of these artworks, leaching out through holes or
orifices and leaking out through worn or torn areas in the structure of the material.
Also, the sloppy materials of foam and cement actually formed the piece itself, with
the artist's role primarily as passive observer. Therefore, this process used for the
creation or construction of the installation shows the internal struggle of the
Taiwanese as locked in a vocabulary of the pre-verbal condition or abject state
(illus.93, 94).

These clothes were primarily pant legs, which crawled along in animated poses on
the floor of the gallery. The 'legs' thus, became intestinal animated creatures from
low life. The notion of using the old pants is similar to Philip Guston and Robert
Crumb's "big foot style", which I dressed in the discussion of Dump the Rice
Wine In the River and Then Shoot The Fish. They are the threedimensional manifestations of the two dimensional painting work and are the midstep between the paintings or drawings, and the final imagery in computer animation.

Formosa 2002

"Formosa" is another name for Taiwan in seventeenth century, derived from the
Portuguese language - "Beautiful Island", and the mural of my installation represents
certain qualities of Taiwanese society and the physical environment in which I work.
Flexibility, energy, rawness and colour all describe and reflect the chaos that is
indicative of Taiwanese society, as well as my own working process (illus. 95, 96).
However, within this chaos there is some sense of order and it is reflected in the
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93 .The expanding foam sculptural of Intestines 2000-2002
(Floor installation) 15x5x8cm 2002

94. Intestines 2000-2002 (Floor installation)
Mix-media 89x340x970cm 2002

95. Formosa 2002-1 Mix-media on wall
470x370cm + 420x370cm.2002

96. Formosa 2002- 2 Mix-media on wall
470x370cm + 420x370cm.2002

installation through the use of the colour, gesture, movement and placement.

On the wall-floor, in an ambiguous display space 1 have placed about twelve
watercolour works on board. From the wall to the floor-wall, to the installation work
or 'abstract low-life creatures' marching across the floor, to the animation, with
sound, shown on a computer in the next room - I create a dynamic narrative that
represents an attitude and psychological state of my understanding of my countrymen
and homeland. While I am interested in the narrative form of the comic strip, I
subvert it with an emphasis on the pre-verbal condition of the human creature or an
abject state.

The animation "Abjecf'
Over three hundred drawings were used in the "Director" computer software for the
creation of my animation, "Abject" (illus.97, 98, 99). The condition of compulsively
using repetition is emblematic of the abject state - and the viewer is aware that
traditional animation techniques, used historically by filmmakers, are created by the
process of continually re-drawing an image many times over with only minute
changes. As such, the method by which I created my animation can be seen as a type
of fetish to do with sexual repression and desire, or my conflict between binge
behaviour, such as drinking and vomiting (both associated with the corporeal body),
and the accompanying feelings of shame and guilt in an endlessly repeated cycle. As
British critical art theorist Rosemary Betterton describes artist Nicoletta Comand's
work, The Food I Ate Turns into Flesh:
"Uncertainty about whether something is animate or inanimate is one
characteristic which Freud ascribes to the uncanny (unheimlich), which he
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97. The first drawing for the animation Abject
pencil on paper. 41x27.5cm 2001

98. The image from animation Abject-1

99. The image from animation Abject-2

links to a compulsion to repeat associated with the death instinct. This
involuntary repetition, represented by Comand's compulsive carving of
apples over and over again, recalls the (in) voluntary
compulsion...."(Betterton pl46)

Each animation loop only lasts forty-five seconds but is created from three hundred
drawings! This loop and the efficiency of its production and observation in a brief
time period, acts to collapse the abject state into a hyper-media context which
ultimately represents the powerful transcendence of the abject state because of its
display in a new context. This is the context of a mainstream television-viewing
arena - a medium that is generally more accessible, likeable and pleasing to the eye,
where the viewer is expected to be entertained. In this medium, one is not confronted

with the sensuality, smells and conditions of the more direct reference to the abject as
in the sculptural work on the floor. The computer screen or TV is more discreet in its
use of my primary theories that drive my work. I have yet to decide on whether I
appreciate this new experimental and accessible arena of reception or whether the
media of animated film, with its abstract and somewhat entertaining viewing
expectations will be my medium of choice and/or whether the animation is the
appropriate vocabulary for my artistic and conceptual engagements with the arena of
abjection, the psychological, the Chinese/Taiwanese political debate, and popular
cultural dialogue.

My Significance as an Abject Artist
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The history of artists working with the notions and themes of Abjection is extensive.
A group of contemporary artists working from 1980-2000 in United Kingdom and
United States using ideas of abjection are Kiki Smith, Robert Gober, Mike Kelly,
Sue Williams, Nancy Spero, Gilbert & George....
Abject art has tended in two directions:
"The first is to identify with the 'abject', to approach it somehow - to probe
the wound of trauma, to touch the obscene object-gaze of the real. The second
is to represent the condition of abjection in order to provoke its operation - to
catch abjection in the act, to make it reflexive, even repellent in its own right"
(Foster 115-116).
The way that I work with abjection is most similar to the latter approach. Abjection
also becomes an expression of cultural difference or my outsider status when I am up
against the rational, dominant culture and feel castrated from the power inherent in
my own identity. So, the abject represents that part of me which is branded
'different', my Taiwanese culture, for example, and/or invisible parts of my inner
identity or life as an artist. Power politics are a lived condition I experience in both
the oppressive colonization of Taiwan and the rejection of my 'true self as an
outsider within a mainstream Western culture. I have spent a significant amount of
my adult life (eight years) in the USA or in Australia. Perhaps abjection is used an
expressive force when my first language is suppressed. Pre-verbal, artistically
expressive states are easier territory in which to explore my desires, wants and needs.

I do not fully embrace the conditions of abstraction, but I utilize its guttural force an
qualities of visual impact in order to shock, challenge and provoke the viewer. While
doing so, I like to retain a portion of that romantic self that is a pure painter,
interested in simply the qualities of the medium of oil stick or watercolour. Also, in
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order to tame and entice the viewer, I use subtle humour and formal language of

abstract art. These things are the territory of the non-narrative-and the psychological
and make for compelling visual sensations for the viewer.
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Conclusion

The study of "Comic Images in Taiwanese Art" raises the significance of the notion
of abjection in Taiwanese contemporary culture. The use of comic images in
Taiwanese art has over twenty years become a unique style for the new young avantgarde. Throughout my research, I have found that using comic images carries the
overtones of a historical, sociological and political discourse within contemporary
art. Artists such as Yang, Mao-lin, Liu Shih-tung and Haung Dong-lu, who use
comic images focus on this popular, lowbrow cultural form in order to make their
artwork accessible to a young audience and compete with the other influences of
Taiwan's media-laden society. Artists such as Lee, Ming-zhong, Lee, Kuen-lin and
Yang, Mao-lin concerned with a political stance may show their subversive attitudes
against government authority through the use of comic images and formats. In
historical terms, the comic connects with what I call the "culture of abjection" and
illustrates the anger and passion inherent in the need to seek freedom of expression

under other oppressive societal forces. The culture of abjection has been, therefore, a
long-term stance of the Taiwanese people because of marginalisation throughout the
history of their colonization.

Through my research and case studies in Chapter 4,1 have shown that the culture of
abjection actually underlies the ideas presented in Taiwanese art during the major
and successful democratic movement started in 1980s; after 1995, the new
generation of artists are no longer victims of their history and of the politics of
colonialism. Artists working in Taiwan today have become more positive and more
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powerful in both their use of the comic and the abject. Taiwanese artists b o m after
1970 such as Liu Shih-tung and Haung Dong-lu have gained their confidence
through their understanding of this abject history and they are thus brave enough to
face their own identity more directly as a result. These artists have embraced the
unique part of Taiwanese society: comic culture provides the right tools, techniques

and significant cultural icons to delve into an exploration of their identity and belief
Comic images like Knight-Errant are emblematic of the history of my society and its
influences. The taboo nature of the comic strip in Taiwan provided a political as well
as artistic background, which enabled an artist to subversively integrate their ideas
into the highbrow culture of the art world and upper class society.

As I have shown in the work of Yang, Mao-lin, Lee, Ming-tse, Lee, Ming-zhong,
Lee, Kuen-lin, and Liu Shih-tung, Taiwanese artists are not copying a Western art

style through their use of comics and cartoons - it is not a Pop art influence - it is a

different attitude that is in the work. Taiwanese artists carry the mentality of a dept
of political, historical and sociological content through the use of such images.
Comic art is less about consumer culture of the 1950s American Pop art movement
than it is about the culture of the abjection. By creating in this way, the concept of
abjection creates a unique platform in which to position a positive underdog attitude
of Taiwanese culture seeking a meaningful contemporary voice.

My painting sits between the east and the west. From the position of working on
another side of the Pacific Rim, in Australia, this has enabled me to analyse the
issues more clearly. When I studied in America, I became part of the colonizer's
culture, and when I live in Taiwan, I am not fully at home - the space that I seek to
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carve out is that which I create with the oil stick in m y hand. W h e n looking at
'abjection' through my own experience, and through the study of Kristeva's theory,
my true desires and unconscious pre-verbal experiences have come to light. Through
adjusting myself in this space and in the space of my daily debate with alcohol or
self-expelled driving experiences, I am trying to seek an inner resolution. Personal
experiences together with theoretical debate have reclaimed for me an art that allows
both the subconscious and the political belief to speak. It is an art movement unique
to Taiwan that is both powerful and full of desire and, yet, on the other hand, sees the
pathos in the human path of existence. I struggle in the in-between space of this
debate, between dignity, the difficulty of self-identity and the motivating expression
of anger, and expulsion of life force. In my art this takes the form of images of either
ejaculation or the flaccid, qualities of potent or impotent desire. In my animation, I
created a looped story about formlessness coming to life in a narrative that has a preverbal quality of the abjection. This digital animated film carries and represents my
wish to enter a place of freedom from bodily functions like digestion and excretion.

The window frame that holds animation is like the narrative sequence of the comic
strip. Comic images can be primarily biological and formless. I use natural landscape
forms to bring out my ideas. The funny thing about comics is that they always
include a free form landscape and yet there is order in the narrative and linear quality
of the reading. So, visually, comics are a 'higher' form of communication than the
abject objects. They are a form of dialogue and speaking one's mind. The juvenile
quality of such imagery is often playful, like my colours. I wish to inhabit this space
between order and chaos, power/control and those bodily driven function, addictions,
hungers, thirsts that are out-of-control. I am not proud to inherit a place of complete
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abjection, but I seek a more thorough understanding of Taiwanese political history
and cultural influences. I have found that a kind of balance can be struck between
those two forces at play in my art works.

My art is also about Taiwanese people and their attitudes. Much of my life is based
around interaction with people and observation of Taiwanese behaviour and
Chinese/Taiwanese and Western belief systems. This is why I have chosen to use a
feminist psychoanalytical perspective to analysis my culture. The display of social
rituals and of the lively street life all-rich with both colourful beauty and beastly
ugliness forms the visual context of my art. To understand Taiwanese people fully, I
have looked at the street or popular culture in this thesis. What are the arrangements
and social rituals at play? What are the underlying psychosocial forces, which guide
people's behaviour? My thesis looks directly at that which has previously been
denied as an area of research in our eastern Taiwanese culture. This is a challenging
adventure and could not be accomplished without the study of western criticism,
philosophy and art movements, as well as the study of contemporary Taiwanese art
and my own position within it.
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